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INTRODUCTORY. 
In the Twenty-fourth (1899) Annual Report of this Department, 
Dr. R. E. Call published an.extensive paper entitled "A Descriptive, 
Illustrated Catalogue of the Mollusca of Indiana." In this paper he 
described, and for the most part figured, 184 species of land and fresh 
water shells from different parts of the State. During the past two 
years, Mr. L. E. Daniels, one of the authors of this paper, has spent 
the months from April to November in the field, collecting shells 
and other forms of life for the State Museum. As a result of his 
research, 91 species and varie'ties of mollusca not listed by Call have 
been taken. in the State. In the present paper we publish descrip-
tions of each of these and note the localities in which they have been 
taken. The descriptions are, for the most part, copied from the 
works of Binney, Say, Pilsbry, Baker, Sterki, and other special stu-
dents of mollusc'a. The nomeneiature and general arrangement of 
the land shells is that of Pilsbry's "Classical Catalogue with Locali-
ties of the Land Shells of Amerira North of Mexico." 
Our thanks are due MesFrs, Bryant Walker, Detroit, Mich.; F. C. 
Baker, Chicago, Ill.; H. A. Pilsbry, Philadelphia, Pa.; Chas. T. Simp-
son, Washington, D. C.; A. C. Billups, Lawrenceburg, Ind., and 
Dr. V. Sterki, N ew Philadl~lphia, Ohio, for aid in determining and 
verifying specimens. 
ON SOME MOLLUSCA KNOWN TO OCCUR IN 
INDIANA. 
A Supplementary Paper to Call's Catalogue. 
By W. iii. BLATCHLEY AND L. E. DANIELl!. 
Family HELICIDA!J. 
1. YALLONIA COSTATA Muller. 
"Small, depressed convex, rather solid, umbilicated; surface shin-
ing, with regular membranous ribs of good size, the intercostate 
spaces being finely striate; color reddish horn; periphery a trifle an-
gled; sutures deeply impressed; whorls three and one-half, rapidly 
increasing, the last expanding and descending, somewhat angular on 
the periphery; spire flat, apex finely striate; aperture nearly circular, 
a little oblique, flattened above, angular below; peristome reflected, 
white, terminations approaching and connected by a thin callus; Um-
bilicus open, large, spreading, exhibiting all the volutions. Greater 
diameter, 2.70 mm.; lesser, 2.25 rum.; height, 1.30 mm."-Baker. 
Range.-Quebec to Washington, west to Colorado. 
Indiana Localities.-A few specimens were taken beneath thil bark 
of logs in a marsh at the south end of Lake Maxinkuckee,Marsllall 
County. A number labeled "Indiana" are in the State Museum col-
lection. This species is distinguished from V. pulchella by its numer-
ous heavy ribs and darker color. 
2. POLYGYRA LEPORINA (Gould). 
"Shell with a partially covered umbilicus, depressed, orbicular, 
thin, reddish horn-color, delicately striated, and, when fresh, having 
a delicate down on its surface; spire depressed, composed of five 
slightly convex whorls, the last of which is obtusely angular at its 
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upper portion; base convex, excavated at the umbilical region., with 
a minute, partially covered umbilicus; aperture oblique, lunate; 
peristome incumbent, rose-colored, reflexed, bearing on 
its dilated basal edge two expanded teeth, separatc'd 
by a deep, narrow fissure, its terminations joined by 
a quadrate, erect, oblique lamella, whose upper edge 
is joined to the upper angle of the aperture by a 
Fig. 1. Poly. thread-like callus; an internal, fulcrum-like tubercle, 
uyra leporina 
(Gould). with uneven outer edge on the base of the shell. 
Greater diameter, 6 mm.; lesser, 5.5 mm.; height, 3 
mm."-Binney. 
Range.-Southern Indiana through Kentucky and Tennessee to 
Georgia, Missouri and Texas. 
Indiana Localities.-In this State lepo1'ina was first taken in Henry 
Oounty by E. Pleas.* Mr. Daniels has taken it one-half mile east of 
New Harmony, Posey Oounty, and near North Vernon, Jennings 
Oounty. In both places it occurs in small numbers beneath logs, 
near the borders of woods. 
3. POLYGYRA PLICATA Say. 
"Shell rimately umbilicated, discoidal, depressed above, convex be-
low, lis-ht horn-color, sparingly hirsute, with separated rib-like strioo; 
spire planulate; whorls five, gradually increasing, the upper ones 
rounded, smoother, the last convex, plane below, scrobiculated, and 
with an insulated, smooth, prominent bulge behind the peristome, 
deflected at the aperture; rimation level, at first grooved, showing 
one and a half whorls, and ending in a narrow umbilicus; aperture 
subreniform, very oblique, contracted; peristome white, thickened, 
not reflected, continuous, its terminations approached, joined by a 
prominent, excavated, heavy, somewhat flexuose, emarginate, tongue-
Fig. 2. Poly-
(lyru. plicata 
Say. 
like callus, projecting almost across the aperture; 
within the columellar margin of the peristome is an 
erect, blunt, stout denticle (its inner end continued 
back within the aperture into an erect lamella joining 
the inner wall), somewhat overlapping and thus par-
tially concealing from view a smaller, more deeply 
scated, erect, bbtmle, stout denticle on the right margin 
of the peristome; an internal transverse' tubercle on 
the base of the shell. Greater diameter, 7 mm.; lesser, 
6 mm.; height) 3 mm."-Binney. 
,:. The Nautillls, OctQQer, 1893, p. 68, 
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Range.-Alabama, Kentucky, Georgia and Tennessee. 
Indiana Localitics.-Beneath drift on the north bank of the Ohio 
Hiver, near Clarksville, Floyd County. 
4. POLYGYRA FRAUDULENTA Pilsbry. 
"Differs from P. tridentata in having a compact shell of a reddish 
brown color (varying to white in some localities); the spire is-Iow-
convex, composed of six closely coiled whorls, the last being notably 
deflexed in front and shongly constricted behind the lip. The aper-
ture is strongly 'dished' or basin shaped; the outer lip bears a broad 
tongue-shaped, inflected tooth, situated at the position of the 
a 
Fig. 3. Apertures of Po!ygyra. (After Pilsbryl. a, tridentata Say; b, fraudulent" Pilsbry. 
periphery of the shell. The middle part of the basal lip bears 
a small squarish tubercle, which is often laterally compressed. The 
parietal wall bears an elevated oblique blade which is typically almost 
straight and never much curved. Greater diameter, 15 mm.; lesser, 
13.50 mm.; height, 8.50 mm."-Pilsb1'Y. 
Range. - Ontario, Canada, to Michigan and Illinois, south to 
Georgia. 
Indiana Localities.-This is the species called P. fallax Say by 
Stein and Call. Fallax occurs only cast of the Alleghanies. P. 
fraudulenta probably occurs throughout the 8.tate, having been taken 
in Posey, Lawrence, Tippecanoe, Marion and Laporte counties. It 
occurs beneath logs and flat stones in rather moist situations. 
4a. POLYGYRA PALLIATA-OBSTRlCTA (Say). 
The following remarks regarding the relation existing between 
the nominal species P. palliata and P. obstl'icta (Say) were prepared 
by 1\1r. H. A. Pilsbry, to whom a series of ~peeil1lens collected in 
Posey County was submitted. 
"A series of 18 specimens from Grand Chain, Posey County, taken 
by Mr. Daniels in bottom land near the Wabash River, and in its 
flood plain shows a complete series of transitions from palliata to 
obstl'icta. These supposed species have been separated not only on 
Ilccount of the acute keel of obstl'icta, and its absence in palliata, 
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but more because of the rough epidermis of the latter. * This series, 
so far as I can see, shows intergradation in the development of the 
cuticular processes, as weJI as in the contour of the shell. 
a b 
Fig. 4. Po!yuyrapalliata-ob.trictd (Say). 
"A few .of the specimens agree almost exactly with Say's type 
specimen of palliata, tne periphery being moderately angular, the 
angle disappearing on the last third or fourth of the whorl; and the 
surface, besides having low, coarse strire, bears numerous cuticular 
asperities, as though a loose cuticle had been pinched up into many 
little points, and more or less wrinkled in consequence between them. 
(See a, Fig. 4.) 
"Most of the shells are decidedly more acutely angular at the 
periphery than typical palliata, but have essentially the .same sculp-
ture (b, Fig. 4). A few of the specimens (c, Fig. 4) have the peripheral 
keel acute, anQ. reduced to an angle only on the latter part of th'e 
whorl, and there is a distinct tendency of the cuticle to pucker into 
spiral lines between the rib-shire; such ill-developed spirals being 
characteristic of P. obstricta. In some of these specimens the keel , 
projects a little above the sutures; as usual in P. obstricta. 'l'hey are 
similar to shells of the latter species found in the hills, about half 
a mile distant from the locality of the palliata-obstricta series. No 
sharp line, however, can be drawn between the bluntly angular, the 
sharply angular and the strongly carinate shells; all intergradations 
occur, even in the small series. 
"As only obstricta was found in the hills, the question naturally 
arises, whether obstricla is a form of palliata dependent upon station. 
This is apparently negatived by the wide distribution of palliata in 
the northern States, where it inhabits both lowland and mountains, in 
alluvial, limestone and sandstone tracts, and is not accompanied by 
obstricta, and indeed not varying toward strongly angular or carinate 
forms over most of its area. A simpler view seems to be that while 
P. palliata occupies an area generally north of that of P. obstricta 
there is a broad belt of territory common to the two, in some parts 
of which intergradation takes place, or, in other words, remnants of 
a variable, undifferentiated, parent race still exist. 
':' See Binney, Manual of American Land Shells, p. 285. 
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Fill. 4". Showing distribution of certain species of Moll usca in Posey County. 
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"None of the Indiana shells I have seen are strictly referable to 
the variety carolinensis of Lea. That, in my opinion, is probably 
another remnant of the race ancestral to obstricla, but a little 
diversely modified. 
"Further collections oJ the species under consideration should be 
made in as many localities as possible throughout the States where 
palliata and obstricta coexist, with full notes on the local conditions. 
It seems likely that more solid conclusions than those now attainable 
should result from the study of ample material." 
5. POLYGYRA. lI10NODON (Rackett). Plate I, Fig. 2. 
"Subglobose, solid, umbilicate or imperforate; surface covered with 
very fine, oblique growth lines which are so minute as to be scarcely 
visible even when viewed with a powerful glass; the surface is also 
set with short hairs Rcatterecl over the whorls; nuclear whorh 
smooth; periphery rounded; sutures well impresserl; color yellowish 
to reddish horn; whorls five to five and a half, closely coiled, flatly 
rounded, the last gibbous on th e last half, and constricted behind 
the peristome; spire somewhat elevated in some specimens, but flat 
in others, COllYeX; aperture narrowly lunate, no teeth or notches on 
the peristome; parietal wall with a long, narrow, more or less elevated 
tooth, which begins near the center of the parietal wall and extends 
generally to the umbilical region ina line parallel with the basal 
reflection of the peristome; peristome white, thick, reflected; um-
bilicus widely open, or wholly imperforate; the region strongly de-
pressed; base of shell rounded, with a transverse internal tubercle. 
Greater diameter, 9 mm.; lesser, 8.25 mm.; height, 5.25 mm."~· 
Baker. 
This is the shell formerly known as leaii Ward. It :vas originally 
described from Alpena County, Michigan. 'rhe larger, more hil'3ute 
form, with umbilicus frequently partly closed or wholly imperforate 
and described by Call and others as StenotTe1Jla monodon, has been 
shown by Pilshry to be ~ay's H. fraterna, and it is now known as 
P. monodon fmterna. (Plate I, Fig. 1.) 'rhe range of P. monodon is 
from Minnesota and l\1ichigan south and southwest to Tennessee and 
Kansas. . 
Indi.ana Localities.-Stein mentioned thc present species under 
the name leaii, from Posey County. Mr. Daniels has found it to 
be quite common about the swamps bordering the larger lakes of 
northern Indiana, notably those near lakes Wawasee and Tippecan'oe, 
Kosciusko County; Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; James, Steuben 
County, and Lake Manitou, Fulton County. It occurs beneath chips, 
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rubbish and fallen grasses and weeds, about the margins of the lakes. 
!thas also been taken in grassy swales near Hammond and Pine, 
Lake County. It occurs in a semi-fossil state in thick loess deposits 
near New Harmony, Posey County. 
Family PUPIDLE. 
6. STROBILOPS LABYRINTHIOA (Say). 
This species as described by Call (p. 382 of his Catalogue) included 
two others which had previoL1sly been separated by Pilsbry* chiefly 
by the number and length of the internal lamellal of the basal and 
outer walls of the ,body whorl. His table used in their separation is 
as follows: 
KEY TO THE SPECIES OF STROBILOPS. 
a. Internal lamella"! on fioor of body whorl two or three, short; color 
dark brown; one 'parietal fold conspicuously emerging from aper-
ture. Form elevated conoidal. ................. S. labyrinthica .Say. 
aa. Internal lamellm 011 floor and adjacent side walls of body whorl six 
or more. 
b. Six long lamellre; two pari.etal folds emerging; color white or 
pale brownish; form elevated ..... " .......... . S. virgo Pilsb. 
/)/). About eight short lamellre arranged in a curved radial series; 
color dark brown; form elevated. '" .. , ...... . S. affinis Pilsb. 
The description of S. labyrinthica as limited by Pilsbry is herewith 
included. 
"Shell umbilicated, elevated conoidal; brownish horn-color with 
strong ribs above, below nearly smooth; spire obtuse; whorls wider 
than high, regularly inc'reasing in size from apex to aperture; body 
whorl obtusely angulate at the periphery, flattened below, impressed 
around the narrow umbilicus; aperture rounded above, basal margin 
flattened; peristome narrowly reflected, thickened; parietal wall with 
three revolving, deeply entering parallel lamellal, the central further 
within the aperture and less developed, one c'onspicuously emerging 
from the aperture; two or three short internal lamellal on base of 
body whorl. Greater diameter, 2.25 mm.; height, 1.75 mm."-
Walker. 
7. STROBILOPS VIRGO Pilsbry. 
"Shell umbilicated, globosely elevated; white or pale brownish in 
color; finely and closely ribbed above, ribs subobsolete on the base; 
':< The Nautilus, September, 1893, p. 57. 
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spire high, dome-shaped; whorls five and a half, narrow, almost as 
high as wide, body whorl somewhat angled at the periphery, rounded 
below, impressed around the umbilicus, which is a mere perforation; 
aperture lunately rounded; peristome narrow, thickened, reflected; 
two parietal folds conspicuously emerging; six long lamellre on the 
base and outer wall of body whorl. Greater diameter, 2.25 mm.; 
height, 2 mm."-}Yalker. 
S. virgo has been taken in small numbers from beneath logs and 
rubbish in ravines and moist places near Cannelton, Perry County; 
New Harmony, Posey County; Princeton, Gibson County; Wyan-
dotte, Crawford Gounty, and Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County. 
8. STROBILOPS AFFINIS Pilsbry. 
"Shell umbilicated, obtusely elevated; dark brown; finely and close-
ly ribbed above, ribs lighter below; spire obtusely elevated; whorls 
five and a half, rather narrow, higher than wide, body whorl obtusely 
angled at the periphery, somewhat flattened, but rounded below, im-
pressed around the umbilicus, which is rounded and deep; aperture 
Iunately rounded; peristome thickened, narrowly reflected; about 
eight short lamellre arranged in a forwardly curved radial series from 
the axis across the base and up the outer wall of the body whorl. 
Greater diameter, 2* mm.; height, 2.50 mm."-Wa17cer. 
In Indiana S. affinis has been found near Lake James, Steuben 
County; Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County, and Mitchell, Law-
renceburg, Wyandotte and Huntingburg, in southern Indiana. It is 
said to be very abundant at many localities in New York and Ohio. 
9. BIFIDARIA PROCERA (Gould). Plate I, Fig. 3. • 
"Cylindrical, long, shining; surface covered with well marked, ob-
lique lines of growth, the apex smooth; color brownish or chestnut 
horn; whorls six, convex, the last three about equal in size and the 
first three rapidly diminishing to the nucleus, making an obtuse 
apex; sutures deeply impressed; aperture ovate or semi-circular, 
higher than wide; there are generally five teeth placed as follows: 
One on the parietal wall, large and somewha,t compressed, long and 
bifid at the end; one on the columella, near the upper third, short, 
conical; a third on the upper third of the outer lip, thick, conical, 
short; a fourth on the base of the peristome, long, sharp; and a fifth 
placed behind the columella tooth, large and massive; peristome 
rather widely reflected, thickened, bluish white; terminations ap-
proaching and joined by a callus; umbilicus small, open. Length, 
2.50 mm.; diameter, 1.00 mm.; aperture length, 0.50 mrp."-Ba7cer. 
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Range.-Eastem United States west to Minnesota and south to 
Texas and South Carolina. 
Indiana Localities.--This mollusk has been taken in this State 
only near Hamer's Cave, two miles east of Mitchell, Lawrence 
County, and near Connersville, Fa.yette County. At the former 
locality Mr. Daniels found a half dozen beneath flat stones, asso-
ciated with B. arrnifel'a, contracta and pentodon. 
10. VERTIGO MORSEl Sterki. 
"Shell large (for the group), cylindrical-turriculate, with a rather 
acute apex, imperforate rimate, with few obsolete striffi of growth, 
shining, translucent; whorls six, rather slowly and regularly increas-
ing, the last scarcely higher than the penultimate and rather nar-
rower, somewhat sloping toward the base, slightly ascending at the 
aperture; suture deep; aperture lateral, scarcely oblique, compara-
tively s~all; inferior and palatal well rounded, the latter with an 
angular impression and slightly protracted in about its middle, the 
upper half more strongly curved, peristome everted; on the palatal 
wall, at some distance from and parallel with the margin, a moderate 
crest, behind it a deep and large impression over the palatal folds, 
and. in front of it a groove correspond~ng with the impression at the 
auricle; inside the crest there is a ·distinct callus of the same color 
as the shell; aperturallamellffi and folds typically nine; three on the 
piuietal wall (the same as in V. ovata) the largest whitish; two on the 
columella, the superior strong, vertical above, then in an angle turn-
ing hor{zontally, the inferior horizontal, lamelliform, thin, high and 
directed obliquely upward; basal small, sometimes double, rarely 0; 
palatals high, and rather long, curved and directed upward; supra-
palatal small, nodule-like. Greater diamet,er, 1.3 mm.; lesser diam-
eter, 0.8 1Il1Il.; height, 2.7 mm."*-8terki. 
Known heretofore only from Kent County, Michigan, and San-
dusky, Ohio. 
This handsome little mollusk occurs in numbers about the margins 
of Lakes James, Tippecanoe and Maxinkuckee; where it lives be-
neath rubbish, such as fallen weeds, grass stems, and pieces of wood. 
It is found associated with Vertigo orata, Polygym monodon and the 
two species of 8trobilops above mentioned. 
':. The Nautilu8, December, 1894, p. 89. 
• 
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Family ZONITID~. 
11. OMPHALINA LJEVIGATA (Pfeiffer). 
"Shell somewhat convex, oftener depressed; epidemris greenish 
horn-color, shining, thin; whorls five, rather flattened, rapidly en-
larging, with beautiful and regular oblique strial and ·revolving micro-
scopic lines, the last whorl expanding toward the aperture, not de-
scending; aperture transverse, broadly lunar, ample, with a testa-
ceons deposit within; peristome thin, acute, straight, extremities ap-
proaching, its lower extremity inserted into the center of the base 
and somewhat reflected; baso smooth, perforate. Greater diameter, 
18 mm., lesser, 15 mm.; height, 9 mm."-Binney. 
Fig. 5. Omphalina lrevigata (Pfeiffer.) 
A southern species whose range is given by Pilsbry as "North Caro-
lina to St. John's Valley, FlQrida, west to Arkansas and western 
Louisiana." 
In Indiana, Mr. Daniels found it in small numbers near Grand 
Chain, and Mt. Vernon, Posey County; Cannelton, Perry County, 
and Laurel, Franklin County. It occurs in dry upland woods beneath 
logs. 
12. VITREA CELLARIA (Mull.). 
"Shell very much depressed, thin, fragile, pellucid; epidermis 
light greenish-horn color, smooth, highly pol-
ished; whorls five, slightly rounded, with mi-
I!J:!j '" nute and almost imperceptible oblique strial; W (JI aperture not dilated, its transverse diameter 
the greatest; umbilicus moderate, regularly 
rounded, deep; base rounded, thickened within 
by a testaceous deposit, bluish-white; peristome 
Fig. 6. Vitrea eellaria simple, acute. Greater diameter, .13 mm.; 
(Mull). lesser diameter, 11.5 mm.; height, 5 mm."-
Binney. 
Introduced from Europe. Said to be quite common in the seaports 
of the Atlantic' and Pacific coasts, and occasionally found inland in 
greenhoufles. • 
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In Indiana it has been noted only at Laporte, where it occurs in 
numbers beneath boards on the floor of a greenhouse. It does not 
seem to be harmful to the growing plants. 
13. VITREA HAlI1MONIS (Strom.). Plate I, Fig. 4. 
"Small, depressed, thin, umbilicated; surface shining, the lines of 
growth well marked, impressed, more or less equidistant; color 
brownish-horn, transparent; periphery rounded; sutures well im-
pressed; whorls four, rapidly enlarging, the last half of the last whorl 
Fig, 7. Comparative figures of Vitrea and Zonitoides. (After Morse.) Enlarged. 
a. Zonitoide. arboreus Say; b, Vitrea hammoni. Strom: c, Vitera 
indentata Say; d, Zonito·ides m'inu8culu8 Binney. 
very rapidly enlarging as it approaches the aperture; spire flat or a 
trifle convex; aperture large, transversely rounded, somewhat ex-
panded; peristome simple, with thickened edge; umbilicus small, 
round, deep, showing several of the volutions, the umbilical region 
strongly concave; base of shell convex. Greater diameter, 4.25 mm:; 
lesser diameter, 3.75 mm.; height, 2.50 mm."-Baker. 
Range.-N orth Carolina to Colorado, northwest through the 
northern States and British America. 
Although not mentioned by Call, this is a rather common shell in 
Indiana, having been taken in a dozen or more localities. It occurs 
with Zonitoides arborens (Say) under dead leaves and rotten logs, in 
open, usually moist woods. Spec'imens labeled "Indiana" were in 
the State Museum collection 'under the name of Zonites viridulus 
Menke. It was also listed by Pleas from Henry County. 
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14. VITREA WHEATLEYI (Bland). 
"Shell umbilicated, depressed, thin, shining, pellucid, brownish 
horn-color, finely striated; spire subplanulate;suture slightly im-
pressed; whorls little convex, the last more convex at the base, rapid-
-~ 
tID 
Fig. 8. Vitrea 
wheatlqi 
(Bland). 
ly increasing, at the aperture scarcely descending; um-
bilicus pervious; aperture depressed, obliquely lunate; 
peristome simple, acute, the margins approximating, 
joined by a thin callus. Greater diameter, 5 mm.; 
lesser, 3.5 mm.; height, 2 mm."-Binney. 
A southern species known chiefly from near Knox-
ville, 'l'ennessee, and northern Alabama, though re-
corded by Sterki from Pennsylvania, Indiana and Mich-
igan. 
In the State Mr. Daniels has found it in small numbers associated 
with Zoniioide.s arboreus, the preceding and the next species, near 
New Harmony, Huntingburg, Brookville and Indianapolis. 
15· VITREA INDENTATA (Say). Plate I, Fig. 5. 
"Shell subperforated, flattened, thin, pellucid; epidermis highly 
polished, corneous; whorls rather more than four, rapidly enlarging, 
with regular, sub-equidistant, radiating, impressed lines, which on 
the body whorl extend to the center of the base, outer whorl ex-
panding toward the aperture; suture well impressed; aperture rather 
large, transverse; perisiome simple, acute, very thin, at its inferior 
extremity terminating at the center of the base of the shell; um-
bilicus none, but the umbilical region is indented. Greater diameter, 
5 mm.; lesser diameter, 4.5 mm.; height, 2.5 mm."-Binney. 
This species may be distinguished from V. hammonis, which it 
most resembles, by its subperforate umbilicus and peculiar equidis-
tant impressed strial. Its range as given by Pilsbry, is Dakota to 
New· Mexico and Ontario to Florida. 
It occurs in numbers throughout Indiana, in company with Z. 
arboreus and ilie two preceding species; ha,ving been taken at nearly 
every locality where collections were made. 
16. VITREA CAPSELLA (Gould). 
"Shell quite small, planorboid, pellucid, glistening, amber-colored; 
spire nearly plane, composed of about six and a half closely revolv-
ing, flattened whorls; surface with distant, impressed, radiating 
strial; suture margined; aperture narrow, semilunar; peristome sim-
ple, not thickened by callus within; base perforated by a deep, 
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rather small, funnel-shapeu umbilic'us. Greater diameter, 5 mm.; 
height, 2.5 mm."-Binney. 
This is another species of southern range 
which has been found near Hu~tingburg 
and New Harmony by Mr. Daniels, where it 
occurs sparingly under dead leaves in the 
edges of woods. It has not before been re-
corded north of the Ohio River, its range as Fig. 9. Vitrea cOP8ellfJ 
given by Pilsbry being Virginia and Ken- (Gould). 
tucky to Alabama. Dr. Sterki, who identi-
fied the species, states that the Indiana specimens "have a rather 
wide umbilicus." 
17. EUCONULUS CHERSINUS Say. 
"Shell subglobose-conic, pale yellowish white, pellucid, convex be-
neath; volutions about six, wrinkles not distinct; spire convex-
elevated; suture moderate; body whorl slightly carinated on the 
middle; mouth nearly transverse, unarmed, the two extremities 
nearly equal; labrum simple; umbilicus none."-Say. Pilsbry adds: 
"Outlines of spire quite convex; whorls six and a half, appearing 
very closely coiled, as seen from above, the last only 
,faintly angular, though in immature shells it is ~ 
carinated. The base is quite convex and the um- r. 
bilical perforation very narrowly open. Greatest 
diameter, 2.8 mm.; height, 3 mm." Baker says that 
E. chersinus "is a shell with a much more turreted G . 
spire and more closely coiled whorls -than E. fulvus 
(Mull.Y; The teeth of the two species are widely 
different, fulvus having the formula 21-1-28, while 
18-1-18." 
Fig. 10. Euconulu. 
cher8inu. Say. 
chersinus has 
Specimens of this little mollusk, identified by Sterki and verified 
by Pilsbry, were taken from benea,th bark and leaves in moist places 
near New Harmony, Huntingbu:i'g and North Vernon; also in a 
cypress swamp in Knox Oounty, and near Pine, Lake, Oounty. It has 
heretofore been known only from Georgia and Florida. 
18. ZONIrOIDES NITIDUS (Muller). Plate I, Fig. 6. 
"Orbicularly depressed, thin, umbilicated; surface shining, covered 
with rather strong lines of growth; color smoky-horn; periphery 
rounded; sutures impressed; whorls five, convex, regularly increas~ 
ing, exoept the last, which is very large in proportion, and obtusely 
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angled on the periphery as it approaches the aperture; spire rather 
elevated, convex; aperture lunate, oblique; peristome simple, acute, 
the basal margin bow-shaped; terminations of aperture not approach-
ing; umbilicus round, broad, deep, exhibiting the volutions to the 
apex; base of shell concave about the umbilicus, convex on the last 
whorl. Greater diameter, 6 mm.; lesser diameter, 5 mm.; height, 
4 mm."-Ba7cer. 
This is a c'ommon mollusk in northern Indiana, where it oceurs 
about the margins of a number of the larger lakes, usually in com-
pany with Polygyra monodon. Its general range includes the north-
ern United States and southern British America. 
19. ZONITOIDES MINUSCULUS (Binney). -;: Plate I, Fig. 7. 
"Small, depressed, thin, umbilicated; surfac~. shining, lines of 
growth strong; color white, periphery rounded; sutures deeply im-
pressed; whorls four, convex, slowly and regularly increasing in size; 
spire almost flat, a trifle convex; aperture very nearly circular, not 
expanded; peristome simple, acute, the basal margin rounded; ter-
minations of aperture not approaching; umbilicus very large, deep, 
exhibiting all the volutions to the apex; columella with a thin, testa-
ceous deposit; base of shell convex. Greater diameter, 1.50 mm.; 
lesser diameter, 1.30 mm.; height, 0.75 mm."-Baker. 
Occurs commonly in the State, having been taken in six widely 
separated localities. It is found in company with Z. arboreus and 
allied species beneath the hark of logs, and rubbish in damp woods. 
20. ZONITOIDES LJEVISCULUS (Sterki). 
"Of the size and general appearance of Z. minusculus but differs 
in being much depressed. The spire is entirely fiat or very little 
elevated. The whorls are markedly wider, from the nucleus; in speci-
mep's of the same size one-half to one less in number, very grad-
ually increasing, and fiatter above and below. The surface appears 
_smooth and polished, and only· with a strong magnifier radiating 
line's are seen. The umbilicus is rather wider in the adult, and the 
curvature of the whorl to the umbilicus is quite abrupt, appearing 
almost angular. The shell is colorless, glassy while fresh, and when 
weathered appears more milky white, while minusculus then is more 
chalky." -StM·7ci. 
Specimens from Dr. Sterki, collected by E. Pleas near Dunreith, 
Henry County, Indiana, are in the State Museum. It is known other-
wise from two loc'alities in 'l:exas, and from northwestern Ohio. 
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21. ZONITOIDES MILIUM (Morse). 
"Shell widely umbilicated, depreEsed, transparent, sh'ining, white, 
with a greenish tinge, marked with distinct and regular strife of 
growth and microscopic revolving lines; the latter more conspicuous 
below; spire but slightly elevated; whorls three, rounded, rapidly 
increasing, the last planulate above, widely umbili-
cated below; aperture very oblique, sub circular, re-
mote from the axis; peristome simple; acute, its ter-
minations somewhat approached, that of the colu-
mella not reflected. Greater diameter, 1.5 mm.; 
height, 0.5 mm."-Binney. 
The range of this species is from Ontario to 
Florida and west to Kentucky and Indiana. In this 
State it has been taken only near Princeton, Gibson 
County, where a few ~pecimens were secured. 
Family LIMACID.iK 
22. AGR!OLIMAX AGRESTIS (L.). 
Fig.11. Zonitoid •• 
milium (Morse). 
Enlargeu. 
"Color varying from whitish through cveryslladc of cinrreous 
and gray to black, and through various shades of yellowish or amber-
color to brownish, and sometimes irregularly spotted with small 
hlack points or dots; eye pcduncles and tentacles clarker than the 
general surface, som1:)tirnes black; mantle sometimes mottled with a 
Fig. 12 . .Agriolimax agre.ti. (L.). 
lighter color; base of foot sallow white; sheath of eye peduncles 
- indicated by black lines extending backward from their base under 
the edge of the mantle. Body when in motion cylindrical, elonga,ted, 
terminating acutely, the sides toward its posterior extremity com-
pressea upwards, so as to form a short carina or keel; 'foot very nar-
row. .Mantle oblong-oval, fleshy, convex, and prominent, rounded at 
both extremities, equaling in length one-third of the length of the 
boay, its surface marked. by prominent, irregularly waved, eoneen- . 
trical lines and furrows having their center on the posterior part, 
and its edges free throughout the whole circumference. Upper sur-
face of the body marked with longitudinal lines or shallow furrows, 
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darker than the general surface, sometimes black, anastomosing with 
each other, and forming a sort of network; between the reticulated 
lines are narrow, irregular, oblong plates, or smooth, flattened tuber-
cles, giving the surfac'e the appearance of a mosaic work, with lines 
of dark. cement; reticulations less distinct on the sides and disap-
pearing toward the base; a prominent tubercular ridge extends from 
between the eye peduncles backward to the mantle, with a furrow on 
each side. Eye peduncles cylindrical, about one-eighth the length of 
the body, with small, black, ocular points on the superior part of the 
terminal bulb; tentacles immediately under, very short. Respira-
tory foramen near the posterior lateral edge of the mantle, large, sur-
rounded with a whitish border. Orifice of rectum immediately ad-
jacent, but a little above and anterior to the respiratory foramen. 
]'oot narrow; locomotive band bounded by two distinct longitudinal 
furrows. Generally about. 25 mm. in length, but. when fully grown 
nearly 50 mm."-Binney. 
This slug has been taken in numbers about Laporte, Indiana, 
where it. occurs beneath logs, stones and rubbish in damp localities. 
It is an Old World species, introduced by commerce, and is common 
about Boston and other Atlantic seaports. 
Family ENDODONTIDLE. 
23. PUNCTUM PYGMlEUM Drap. Plate I, Fig. 8. 
"Subglobose, rather strong, umbilicated; surfac'e dull or shining, 
marked by numerous strong, rounded, elevated strife and very fine 
spiral lines, which are stronger on the base than elsewhere; color 
reddish or brownish; periphery rounded; sutures very deeply im-
pressed, especially between the last two whorls; whorls four, convex, 
regularly and gradually increasing in size; spire elevated, convex; 
aperture somewhat oblique, crescentic, ample; peristome simple, 
rather solid; columella subreflected, the terminations of the aperture 
widely separated; umbilicus wide, deep, showing all the volutions to 
the apex. Greater diameter, 1 mm.; height, 0.50 mm."-Ba7cer. 
Range.-Northern United States and southern Canada, south to 
Texas and west to' California. Taken near Seymour, Jackson 
County, and Vawter Park, Kosciusko County, beneath chips and 
chunks in open woods. 
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24. SPHYRADIUM EDENTULUM (Drap.) 
"Shell minute, cylindrical, obtuse at apex, smooth, chestnut 
color; whorls five, well rounded, separated by a deep suture; 
aperture circular; the peristome nearly continuous, 
simple or scarcely everted, except at its columel-
lar margin, where it partially conceals a small um-
bilicus; no trace of a tooth has been detec.ted in any 
specImen. Length, 1.6 mm.; breadth, half as great." 
-Binney. 
This is a northern form whose range is given by 
Pilsbry as Ontario to Vancouver's Island. It was 
found in numbers on the leaves of the Ostrich 
e' . \ \ ': \ , 
Fill'. 13. Sph.-
radium ~dent­
ulum (Drap.). 
fern in a dense marsh on the border of Clear Lake, Steuben 
County; and in a tamarack swamp near Vawter Park, Kosciusko 
County. ~ 
Family SUCCINID1E. 
25. SUCCINEA CALUMETENSIS Calkins. 
"Shell oblong, ovate, thin, shining, finely striate; 
color golden; whorls three, the last broad, dilated; aper-
ture below expanded, strial o>f growth marked. Length, 
12 to 13 mm."-CaZkins. 
This form was originally described from the banks 
of the Calumet River, Cook County, Illinois. Mr. Dan-
iels found it common on aquatic grasses about the 
Half Moon Pond, Posey County, and the cypress 
swamp, Knox County, Indiana. 
Family AURICULIDlE. 
26. CARYOHIUM EXILE H. C. Lea. Plate I, Fig. 9. 
Fig. 14. Succi-
nea calume-
tenoio Calk-
ins. 
"Similar to C. exiguurn (Say) but differing in the following par-
ticulars: the shell is elongated instead of cylindrical; there are five 
and a half whorls; the aperture is just one-third the length of the 
shell, instead of over one-third, and the surface is regularly and v·ery 
distinctly striated. Length, 1.75 mm.; width, 0.75 mm.; aperture 
length, 0.50, width, 0.25 mm."-Baker. 
This shell is by many conchologists considered a synonym of C. 
exiguurn Say. Baker, however, regards them as probably distinct. 
In Indiana it has been taken near Vawter P;trk, Kosciusko County, 
and Berry Lake, Lake County. 
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J1~amily LIMN lEIDlE. 
27. LIMN.lEA STAGNALIS APPRESSA Say. Plate I, Fig. 10. 
"Elongated (or oval), ventricose at the anterior end, thin, color 
yellowish-horn to brownish-black; surfa.ce shining, growth lines nu-
merous, crowded, more or less elevated, crossed by numerouB fine, 
impressed spiral lines; apex smooth, brownish horn-color; whorls ,six 
and a half, rapidly increasing; .all but the last two rather flat sided; 
last whorl very large, considerably dilated a.nd inflated; spire long, 
pointed, acute, oCCUpyiIlg about half the length of the entire shell 
(sometimes very short); sutures distinct, sometimes impressed; aper-
ture large, broadly ovate, dilated, particularly at the upper part; 
peristome thin, acute, in some specimens thickened by an internal 
callus; lower part rounded; columella crossed in the middle by a 
heavy plait, which starts from the base of the aperture and runs 
obliquely into the aperture of the sheU about 10 mm. from the 
junction of the peristome to the body whorl; there is a spreading 
callus on the columellre and labrum, which completely co,vers the um-
bilicus. Length, 57 mm.; width, 24 mm.; aperture length, 31 mm., 
width, 14.50 mm."-Baker. 
This large and handsome Lininreid ranges through North America 
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. It is found generally in stagnant 
ponds and rivers about decaying vegetation. In Indiana it has heen 
taken at Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; in the Kankakee River, 
Laporte County, and in a pond near Millers, Lake Cou~ty. 
28. LIMN.lEA REFLEXA KIRTLANDIANA Lea. Plate I, Fig. 11. 
"Turreted, thin, irregularly striate, pale horn-color, imperforate; 
spire attenuated; sutures impressed; whorls six, slightly Donve'x; aper-
ture narrow-elliptical. Diameter, .26; length, .70 of an inch."-Lea. 
This variety of L. re;flexa has been taken by J!'. C. Baker near Roby, 
Lake Gounty, Indiana. 
29. LIMN.lEA PALUSTRIS MICHIGANENSIS Walker. Plate I, l!~ig. 12. 
"This form of L. palustris is characterized by the apert.ure being 
about one-half the total length, the outer lip is thickened within by 
a bluish whit.e callus edged with brownish black; this shows as a white 
longitudinal band on the outside of the shell; spire acute, sutures 
impressed. Length, 17 mm.; width, 7 mm.; aperture length, 8.50 
mm.; width, 4 mm."-Baker. 
Occurs in numbers near Calumet Lake, Lake County, and Tippe-
canoe and Turkey lakes, Kosciusko County. Found in small streams 
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and rivers, pond~'and lakes, attached to floating sticks and submerged 
water plants; often in low ground after the water has receded. 
30. LIMNJEA CAPERATA UMBILICATA Adams. Plate I, Fig. 13. 
"Ovate, solid, translucent; color yellowish or brownish horn; sur-
face shining, growth lines fine and numerous; shell encircled by 
raised spiral lines; whorls five, very convex, the last whorl inflated, 
(){)cupying from one-half to three-fifths of the total length of the 
shell; spire short, obtuse; conic, sutures much impressed; aperture 
roundly ovate, one-naIf to three-fifths the length of the sheIl, the 
terminations rounded; peristome thin, sharp, thickened inside by a 
reddish deposit; columella strong, reflected over the narrowly open 
umbilicus; c'olumella with a small fold. Length, 6 mm.; width, 4 
mm.; aperture length, 3.50 mm.; width 2 mm."-Baker. 
This variety has been taken by Baker in a swa:le near Liverpool, 
Lake County, Indiana. He states that "umbilicata is doubtless a 
form of caperata, but soeems distinct enough to constitute a separate 
variety characterized by a short spire and swollen whorls." 
31. LIMNJEA CATASCOPIUM Say. Plate I, Fig. 14. 
"Rather solid, ovate, inflated; color light horn to blackish; surface 
dull to shining, lines' of growth numerous, fine, crowded, wavy, 
crossed by numerous impressed spiral lines; apex small, rounded, 
chestnut colored; whorls five, rounded, subinflated, the last large and 
somewhat inflated; spire sharp to obtuse, conic; sutures impressed; 
aperture roundly ovate, large, from half to' three-fourths the length 
of the entire shell, rounded below; somewhat narrowed above; peris-
tome thin, sharp, thickened by a'light, whitish callus just within the 
edge; columella oblique, with a hea,vy plait across the middle; the 
lower part of the columella has a flexure caused by the heavy plait; 
the lower part of the peristome and the whole of the columella is 
sometimes covered with a heavy coating of white, testaceous material, 
which is reflected over the umbilicus, completely closing it. Length, 
15 mm., width, 7.50 mm.; aperture length, 8 mm., width, 4.50 mm." 
-Baker. 
This species ranges from New England to Utah, and British 
America to Virginia. In Indiana it has been taken in Calumet Lake, 
Lake County, by Baker, who also separated specimens from a large 
lot named L. palustris belonging to the State Museum. It has also 
been taken in Henry County by Pleas, and is listed by Stein as "not 
common." 
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32. LIMNJEA COLUMELLA Say. Plate I, Fig. 15. 
"Ovate, somewhat pointed, thin, fragile, transparent; color light 
greenish or yellowish horn; surface shining, c:overed with rather 
coarse growth lines, and encircled by impressed spiral lines; whorls 
four, rounded, rapidly enlarging, the last one three times the size 
of the rest of the shell; spires sharply conic, rather short; a.pex small, 
very dark brown; sutures impressed; aperture oval, dila,ted, expanded 
at the lomer part; the aperture varies from long and narrow to wide 
and somewhat expanded; peristome thin, acute; columella narrow, 
twisted; terminations of peristome connected by a thin callus; um-
bilicus generally closed but sometimes very narrowly perforate where 
the callus is not fully developed; the columella is so narrow that a 
view may be taken from the base nearly to the apex, as in Succinea 
retusa. Length, 16 mm.; width, 8.50 mm.; aperture length, 11.40 
mm., width, 6 mm."-Baker. 
Ranges from New England to Iowa and from Canada to Georgia. 
It occurs in small ponds and ba~'s of la.kes where the water is more 
or less stagnant and where water-lilies are abundant. In Indiana it 
has been taken at Bass Lake, Starke County, and in Grassy 'Creek, 
Kosciusko County. 
33. LIMN2EA WOODRUFFI Baker. Plate I, Fig. 16. 
"Ventricose, very much inflate'd, solid; color, greenish-horn or 
olivaceous; surface shining, growth lines distinct; rough in some 
specimens, crossed by numerous fine impressed spiral lines; apex 
small, rounded, light horn-colored; whorls three to four, rounded, in'-
flated, the last occupying nearly the whole of the shell; spire de-
pressed; sutures impresHed; aperture very large, roundly ovate, occu-
pying about four-fifths of the length of the entire shell, roundly 
shouldered at the upper part; peristome thin, sharp; columella thick-
ened, spreading, with a plait or fold in the middle; the lower part of 
the aperture is expanded, the c{)lumella callus, making a ridge which 
is reflected over the umbilical region; umbilicus open, deep: Length, 
11.50 mm" width, 8 mm.; aperture length, 8 mm., width, 4.75 mm." 
-Balcer. 
This mollusk occurs in abundance along the lower end of Lake 
Michigan, having been taken in numbers opposite Pine, Millers and 
Michigan City. It inhabits rather deep water. Its principal dis-
tinguishing cha.raeters "are it.s very short spire, rapidIy increasing 
and swollen whorls, and its roundly oval aperture with its broa.d 
shoulder at the upper part." 
- ------
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34. PLANORBIS HIRS US Gould. 
"Shell small, some;Vl)at transparent, of a brownish yellow color; 
both sides concave, the teft rather more than the right, but the con-
cavity is there more limited: h)' the presence of a sub-angular ridge on 
the outer whorl; whorls three, the outer one rapidly increasing; sur-
face exhibiting traces of revolving lines when denuded, but usually 
covered with a dark pigment or epidermis, bristling with rigid hairs 
which are arranged in close revolving lines; lines of growth very 
faint; aperture sub-oval, oblique, its diameter from side to side 
shorter than in the opposite direction; its plane ve'ry oblique. Long 
diameter, one-fifth inch, short diameter, one-fifteenth inch."-W. G. 
Binney. 
This little fresh water univalve occurs in a number of the lakes of 
the northern third of the State 
and in their outlets; especially 
those which coutain much aqua-
tic vegetation. n is found at-
tached to immersed stems and Fig. 15. Phnorbi8 hir8utu8 Gould. 
leaves of pond-weed (Potamogeton), water-lilies, ('at-tails, etc. It is 
espec'ially common in GrasRY Creck, which connects 'fippecanoe and 
the Barbee lakes, Kosciusko County. 
35. PLANORBIS UMBILICATELLUS Cockerell. 
"Shell somewhat fiat above, but slightly sunk in the center, con-
vex below, grayii'oh white, somewhat glossy, closely and distinctly 
striate in the line of growth, with stronger ridges at intervals, most 
visible on the under side. Periphery rounded, but slightly com-
pressed at each side. Suture rather deep. Aperture obliqu,e and 
somewhat cardiform. Umbilicus deep and narrowly funnel-shaped. 
Whorls four and a half, compact, gradually increasing in size and 
faintly keeled or angulated on upper side. Diameter, 6.5 mm.; 
heigh t, 2 mm." -C ock·erell. 
This little mollusk oceurs with the above on a,qua,tic vegetation. 
In Indiana it has as yet been taken only in Tippecanoe Lake. T'he 
specimens were identified by Sterki. It will probably be fqund in 
most, if not all, of the lakes of the Stat,e, its small size having caused 
it to be overlooked in the past. 
36. SEGMENTINA ARMIGERA (Say). 
"Dextral, fiat, somewhat carinated above and below the periphery; 
color pearl white to readish brown, sometimes black; surfac'e smooth, 
shining, lines of growth very fine, ohlique; apex sunken below the 
leveI of the whorls, very small and rounded; whorls four, l'egularly and 
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slowly increasing, obtusely carinated above and below the rounded 
periphery; spire concave, exhibiting all the whorls; sutures im-
Fig. 16. Segmentina armigera 
(Say). Aperture, $howing 
number and position of teeth. 
(After Baker.) 
pressed; base of shell rounded; umbilicus 
round, deep, rather wide, concave, show-
ing nearly all the volutions; aperture sub-
ovate, a trifle oblique, armed with five 
teeth, one' on the parietal wall long, thin, 
S-shaped, extending in an oblique direc-
tion from a point near the upper carina-
tio'n of the body-whorl to a point near the 
lower carination; three on the peripheraJ 
wall, the two upper ones being prominent, 
short, thick and triangular, and the lower one more or less lamelli-
form and situated on the base of the aperture, and one small conic 
tooth near the superior junction of the peristome. with the body-
wall; peristome thin, acute, slightly thickened inside, the, superior 
margin a trifle produced; interior of aperture pearly white, with a 
band of reddish just within the aperture extending parallel to the 
edge of the aperture. In some specimens there is a sixth tooth, 
small, acute, elevated, just below the large 'one on the parietal wall; 
this, however, is not always developed. Length, 2.75 mm., width, 
6 mm.; aperture length, 2.25 mm., width, 1.50 mm."-Baker. 
A common mollusk throughout the State; in the southern part 
occupying the smaller streams and swamps, especially those of the 
Wabash Valley; while in the northern pad it is found in the swamps 
bordering the lakes. It is usually found clinging to submerged sticks, 
stones and aquatic plants. In Carr's Slough, White Oounty, it. has 
been taken by thousands. 
Family ANCYLIDJE. 
37. ANCYLUS RIVULARIS Say. 
"Small, depressed conic, fragile, sides nearly parallel, a trifle round 
but narrowed posteriorly; anterior slope long, c'onvex, with a decided 
'hump' toward the apex; posterior shpe short, concave; sides con-
vex; apex prominent, elevated, obtuse, directed posteriorly and a 
Fig. 17. AnclI-
lUB rivulariB 
Say. 
. little to the right side; the apex divides the shell into 
about three equal parts, one posterior and two anterior; 
aperture as large as the shell, narrowed posteriorly; 
peristome entire, siJ;llple, acute; color light horn; in-
terior of aperture whitish. Length, 3 mm., width, 2 
mm.; height, 1.25- mm."-Baker. 
"This small but distinct species may be known by its almost 
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straight lateral tline and it:> apex, whibh is directed posteriorly 
and to the right ~e. It is quite abundant, but is almost always 
overlooked owing to \ts peculiar shape and inconspicuous habitat. 
The animal is very sl~ in movement and progresses similarly to 
Planorbis,' it is able to turn its body half way around without mov-
ing its shell. '1'he buccal organs can be plainly seen while the animal 
is reeding." . 
In Indiana rivvlaris has been taken in the sloughs near Millers, 
Lake County, by F. M. Woodruff, and in Bass Lake, Starke County, 
by L. E. Daniels. It is found on decaying aquatic vegetation. 
38. ANCYLUS PARALLELUS Haldeman. 
"Shell pale, thin, and delicate; lengthened, sides subrectilinear, 
diverging slightly forwards; apex rather sharp, con-
I spicuous, with two-fifths of the shell posterior to it. ~ Dimensions--Length, 0.25, width, 0.15, height, 0.08 
}'ig.18. AnclI- inch."-Adams. 
Occurs in numbers in BaRs Lakc, Starke County, us-
usually on submerge(! dccaying stems of thc water-lily. 
1118 parallelu8 
Haldeman 
39. ANCYLUS SHlMEKII Pilsbry. 
"Elevated, thin, transparent, horn-colored, with a yellowish brown 
epidermis; aperture ovate, conspicuously wider anteriorly, in many 
(especially young) specimens slightly reniform by 
a barely perceptible in curving of the right margin, 
the anterior, left and posterior margins regularly 
rounded, the right slightly incurved, straight, o,r 
but slightly c'onvex; apex somewhat acute, ele-
vated, strongly deflected posteriorly and to the 
. ht d d d d' t . Fig. 19. Ancylu8 8ki-
ng ,an curve own war , III mos speCImens mekii Pilsbry. 
quite overhanging the posterior right margin of 
the shell; the apical portion of the shell (one-half or more) is st.rong-
ly laterally, or rather, obliquely, compressed, ,a character which makes 
the young appear proportionally much narrower than the adults; the 
anterior slope of the shell is long and strongly convex, the posterior 
being short and concave. The surface is marked by fine lines of 
growth. Lengt.h, 3.10 mm.; width, 1.'10 mm.; height, 1.10 mm."-
Shimek. 
Known by its very oblique shell, the apex in some individuals, 
fairly overhanging the margin. ]'ound with the preceding in Bass 
Lake. Has also be,en taken at Rock Island and near Joliet, Illinois. 
It and other species of l1ncyltts were determined by Dr. Sterki. 
68-Geol. 
I, 
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40. ANCYLUS FUSCUS Adams. 
"Shell thin, transparent without the epidermis, not much elevated, 
elliptical moderately curved at the sides; epidermis brown, visible 
through the shell, giving it the appearance of having the same color, 
thick, rough, slightly extending beyond the margin' of the shell; 
apex obtuse, moderately prominent, scarce~y behind the middle, in-
clining to the right so as to have only two-fifths of the width on that 
side. Length, .31 inch; width, .22 ineh; hcight, .05 inch."-W. G. 
Binney. 
Easily distinguished by its epidermis. Allicd t.o A. 
rivularis Say, but the latter is much more narrow, with 
its sides straight and i~s apex more acute. Taken only 
in Grassy Creek, between Barbee and 'rippecanoe lakes, 
Ko<sciusko County. Known heretofore from Massachu-
setts and Ohio. 
41. ANCYLUS DIAPHANUS Haldeman. 
Fig. 20. 
A'lCliluI 
fUBcu. 
Adams. 
"Shell thin in texture, diaphanous, very wide, nearly circular, 
Fig.21. Ancy-
IU8 diaphanu8 
Haldeman. 
depressed; apex obtuse, almost central! Slope scarcely 
convex. Color vcry pale olivaceous, tra,nslucent, aper-
ture white. Distinguished by its circular and flat.t.ened 
form, and central inconspicuous apex. Length, 5.5 
mIll.; width, 4.5 mm.; height, 2 mm."-Haldeman. 
Specimens in the State Museum marked "Indiana." 
Recorded heretofore from Ohio and Wisconsin. 
Family PHYSIDJE. 
42. PHYSA SAYI Tappan. Plate I, Fig. 17. 
"Sinistral, polished, ovate, whorls five to five and one-half; spire 
elevated, very acute, the whorls moderately convex; color light horn 
to light chestnut; sculpture consisting of rather coarse growth lines, 
crossed by numerous fine, impressed spiral lines, giving the surface 
of the shell a wavy appearance, as figured for P. gyrina; sutures 
slightly impressed, bordered as in heterostropha>' protoconch consist-
ing of one and one-half smooth, glossy whorls of a dark chestnut 
color; aperture very large, long oval, three-fourths to four-fifths the 
length of the whole shell; peristome thin, generally not very much 
thickened within, whitish, sometimes hordered with reddish; colu-
mella slightly twisted and c'overed with a spreading callus; the lower 
part of the aperture is somewhat produced. Length, 19 mm.; width, 
12 mm.; aperture length, 14 mm.; width, 6 mm."-Baker. 
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Resembles P. (1~cillaria Say, but that form is more inflated, has 
the outer lip more ~l?reading and the body whorl more swollen; the 
spire being always mu~h shorter and the whorls more convex than 
in saY'i. '1'his mollusk occurs in ponds, slow-flowing streams and 
lakes, where it may be found adhering to immersed vegetation or 
crawling over the muddy bottoms. In Indiana it has been taken in 
Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County, being rathar com-
mon in the latter. It was originally described from Lake Pip in, 
Portage County, Ohio. 
43. PHYSA RHOMBOIDEA Crandall. 
"Shell rhomboid-ovate, large, heavy, robust, yellowish horn-color 
to pale yellowish brown, texture fine, surface undulating and shin-
ing when not covered with a dark coating, spire elevated, acute with 
dark brown tip, whorls five convex, sutures much impressed, aperture 
ovate, lip simple, not expanded, sometimes 
a little compressed, thickened on inner mar-
gin with reddish-brown callus, columella 
well covered with heavy deposit continuing 
and extending from the lip. On many of 
them the columella is folded so as to form 
a narrow umbilicus. 
"It is distinguished by its robust appear-
ance, deep sutures, constricted aperture 
and umbilicus which will be found in a large 
Fig. 22. PhI/sa ,.hombo,id.a 
Crandall. 
part of them. It is more like P. solida Philippi than any other· 
species. Length, 16 mm.; diameter, 9 mm."-Crandall. 
A southern form, before recorded from Missouri, Arkansas and 
New Mexico. Taken in Indiana only in the cypress swamp, Knox 
County. 
44. PHYSA GYRINA ELLlPTICA Lea. Plate I, Fig. 18. 
"Differing from typical gyrina in being more elliptic'al, having a 
shorter, more rounded spire, and hence more convex whorls, the 
spire, as described by 'l'ryon, 'with the outline not elevated above a 
continuation of the general curve of the .body.' '1'he shell is also 
more solid and the outer lip thicker, with a very heavy, bluish-white 
callus. The surface sculpture is the same as in gyrina. Length, 12 
mm., width, 7.50 mm.; a,periure length, 9 mm., width, 3.75 mm."-
Balcer. 
This form has been taken in Indiana only in the cypress swamp, 
Knox County. 
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45. PHYSA INTEGRA Haldeman. Plate I, Fig. 19. 
"Oval, whorls four and one-half to five; spire short, pointed, the 
whorls convex; sutures wen marked, sometimes bordered by a faint 
white line; color varying from light yellowish-horn to pale brown; 
sculpture as in gyrina, the lines being very deep and the wrinkled 
ridges very convex; protoconch consisting of one and 0ue-half 
smooth, rounded, wine-colored whorls; aperture oval, rather wide, 
produced at the anterior end, about two-thirds the length of the 
entire shell; peristome thin, thickened within the aperture by a 
heavy white or yellowish-white callus, which shows through the shell 
very plainly; it is never bordered by a: color stripe; the callus of two 
0'r three former peristomes may always be seen on the body whorl 
and sometimes one or two on the spire; columella broad, fiat, white, 
a callus spreading over the parietal wall. Length, 12,mm., width, 
'8 mm.; aperture length, 7.50 mm., width, 3 mm."-Baker. 
Quite common in Lake Michigan, near Michigan City; also in a 
large spring near Wyandotte, Crawford County. Baker says that in 
his experience "it is more common than sayi but less so than gyrina." 
Family PLEUROC~RIDlE. 
46. LITHASIA OBOVATA BICONICA Pilsbry MS. 
"The adult shell is more lengthened thim obovata, and more or less 
biconic~ rapidly tapering toward both ends from the middle, which, 
while not angular, is prominent; the penultimate whorl decidedly 
higher than in obovata, and the a,perture is distinctly shorter in shells 
of the same size. The last whorl slopes steeply below the suture, 
and is not swollen there. Length, 16; diameter, 10.5; length of 
aperture, 10 mm. (truncate adult). Length, 17.5; diameter, 12'; 
length of aperture, 11.2 mm. (truncate adult). Length, 19; diam-
eter, 10; length of aperture, 10.2 mm. (truncate adult). Length, 
18.5; diameter, 9.5; length of aperture, 10 mm. (truncate adult). 
"Wabash River in Gibson County, Indiana, at the Southern Rail-
road bridge abutment opposite Mt. Carmel, Illinois. 
"The adult of L. obo1!ata is bluntly oval in outline; the penulti-
mate whorl is short, and the .last whorl is puffed out below the 
suture, as in Fig. 23, representing a shell from the Ohio River at 
Louisville. 
"None of the numerous synonyms of L. Ob01)ata seem to have been 
based upon this biconic form, which seems sufficiently distinct to 
r 
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require a name to signalize its deviation from the type. I may men-
tion that Mr. Bryant Walker has examined the specimens and regards 
them distinct Trom obovata, though related to that species."-Pilsbry. 
a b 
IFig. 23. Lithasia obovuta biconica Pilsbry MS. a, Litha.ia obovata biconica; 
b, Lithasia obo'nata. 
47. PLEUROCERA ALVEARE (Oonrad). 
"Shell short conical, ventricose; whorls flattened, with a line of 
wide compressed tubercles at the hase of the 
penultimate whorl; hody whorl angulated; angle 
armed with prominent tubercles; base hardly 
convex, with about five prominent lines; aper-
ture obliquely elliptical; less than half the length 
of the shell. The spire is very regularly conical, 
and the base strongly ribbed."-Conrad. 
A number of specimens are in the State Mu-
Fig. 24. Pleurocera 
alveare (Conrad). 
seum, labeled "Indiana." Mr. Daniels has taken it in the Wahash 
River, in Gibson County, opposite Mt. Carmel, Illinois. 
48. GONIOBASIS LOUISVILLENSIS Lea. 
"Shell smooth, fusiform, dark horn-color, without bands; spire 
short; sutures regularly impressed; whorls about five, somewhat 
convex; aperture, rather large, long elliptical, white with-
'
in; oute,r lip acute, slightly sinuous; columella white, 
thickened above and twisted. Operculum ovate, reddish-
, brown, rather thin, with the polar point on the left,near 
Fig. 25. the base. Diameter, .25; length, .56 of an inch. 
Goniobu.i. "This shell is somewhat like G. depygis Say, from the 
loui.villen- • 
• i. Lea. same locality; hut is much shorter in the spire and h'as 
a differently formed aperture."-Lea. 
G. louisvillensis is quite common at the Falls of the Ohio, just 
above New Albany, on the Indiana side, from which locality it was , 
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originally described. Specimens taken by Dr. .T. H. LemO'n and 
presented to' the State Museum, were identified by Bryant Walker. 
49. GONIOBASIS GRACILIOR (AnthO'ny). 
"Shell conical, smO'Dth and shining, color dark brO'wn, texture light; 
whDrls abDut eight, upper Dnes nearly fl-at, the last is usually slightly 
cDnstricted beneath' the suture, and beneath this stric-
~ • ture on the periphery Df the last whDrl revolve Dne Dr twO' broad bands of yellowish-green; sutures impressed, . and O'f a paler color than the rest Df the shell; aperture small, pyriform, and inwardly ornamented with aiternate bands of a dark ruby color and translucent white, which Fig. 26. . 
GoniobaBiB render this part of the shell peculiarly lively and beauti-
(~:~~!~;). ful; outer lip sinuate; cO'lumella dark brown, arcuate, and 
produced into a distinct sinus. Diameter, 7 mm., length, 
19 mm.; length of aperture, 6 mm., width, 5 mm. 
"This is a very distinct and beautiful species, remarkable for its 
long, slender form, its polished surface, and for a prO'found stric-
ture on the body-whorl of many of the specimens, though this last 
charader is not always present; when it is present it furnishes a 
mark by which this species can be readily distinguished from any 
other."-Anthony. 
A common species in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County, and Lake 
Manitou, Fulton County, occurring on the bottom close to shore m 
water a foot or twO' in depth. Originally described from lakes m 
Starke County, Ohio. 
50. GONIOBASIS BREVI SPIRA Anthony. 
"Shell small, elongate, ovate, truncate, rather solid, 
ing, brownish-green, paler at. the sutures; whorls 4-5, 
convex, somewhat declining at the sutures; aperture 
ovate;·lip dilated before, sinuated behind. Length, 3 
mm.; width, 7.5 mm."-Anthony. 
Taken in numbers from a large spring near Wyan-
dotte, Crawford County, and in the Tippecanoe River, 
in Carroll County. Occurs pro.bably in many of the 
clearer, rapid flowing streams of the State. 
51. GONIOBASIS INDIANENSIS Pilsbry, MS. 
plain, shin-
Fig. 27. Goni-
abasi, brevi-
spira 
Anthony. 
"Shell similar in form to G. semicarinata (Say), and of the light 
dirty horn-color and somewhat transparent texture prevalent in that 
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species. Sculpture consisting of one prominent keel above the 
suture, with two or three acute threads between it 
and the suture above. This sculpture bec'omes ob-
solete on the later whorls, and in adult shells is 
very faint or not visible on the last whorl, which is 
well rounded. In immature shells the majOT keel 
is peripheral on the last whorl, and there are several 
minor ones below it. In some individuals the 
smooth stage supervenes at an earlier age than in 
others, and the sculpture of keel and threads may 
then be lost by erosion when thc full size of the 
shell is attained. Adults measure, length, 15 mIll.; 
diameter, G.a to '( mm. 
"Blue River, IVyandotte, Crawford County, In-
diana. 
"This form is intermeoiate between G. semi-
carinata (Say) and G. porrecta (Lea). It differs from 
Fig. 28. Gonio-
basis indianen8i, 
Pil.bry, Ms. 
the former in the plurality of spiral keels and their greater prom-
inence and longer persistence, while in purrecta the spiral sculpture 
is m11ch better oeveloped and oroinarily persists to the adult stage." 
-Pilsbry. 
Mr. Daniels found this form quite common about the old mill 
dam near Wyanootte Cave. It was clinging to the stones in the 
swift running water below the oam. 
Family AMNICOLID.lE. 
52. BYTHINIA TENTAOULATA L. Plate I, Fig. 20. 
"Globose, rather thick, transparent to opaque; color ranging from 
yellowish t.o greenish, sometimes brownish; surface shining, smooth, 
lines of gro"ih yery fine; sutures very deeply impressed; whorls five, 
Fig. 29. Bythinia 
tentaculata L. 
conyex, the last mpidly enlarging and equaling 
all the others combined; spire elevated, broadly 
conic; apex small, round, reddish brown; aper-
ture broadly rounded-ovat.e, narro·wed above; 
peristome thin, rounded, simple, continuous, 
thickened a little on the inside, bordered all 
around with yellowish; base of shell rounded, im-
perforate. I.Jength, 9.50 -mm., width, 6 mm.; 
Operculum enlarged. 1 
tAfter Baker). aperture ength, 4.50 mm., width, 3 mm. 
"May be easily distinguished by the size of the 
last whorl, which more than equals in length that of all the rest. 
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The species was introduced into this country many years ago and 
is now found from Vermont and Now York to Wisconsin. It is 
particularly abundant in Lake Michigan. While in motion, the ani-
mal of Bythinia is rather slow, the tentacles move about nervously 
and the rostrum is thrust out to its fullest extent. Thus far it has 
been collected only in Lake Michigan."-Baker. 
Taken in numbers oppo-site Michigan City, Millers and Pine. Oc-
curs on the bottom of the lake attachcd to sticks, stoncs and other 
submerged objects. 
53. AMNICOLA LUST RICA Pilsbry. 
"Narrow (for the genus), thin, transluc'ent; color waxy, light 
brownish or greenish; surface smooth and shining, lines of growth 
Fig. 30. Amni-
cola lust rica 
Pilsbry. 
very fine, but distind when viewed with a lens; su-
tures very deeply impressed; spire elevated, conical; 
whorls five, rounded, regularly increasing in size; aper-
ture roundly ovate, slightly angled above, waxy inside; 
perisiome continuous, thin, appressed to' the Dody 
whorl only for a short distance near the upper termina-
tions; base broadly rounded, with a narrow and deep 
umbilicus. Operculum similar to that of A. limosa. 
Length, 4 lUm., width, 2 mm.; a.perture length, 1.50 
mm., width, 1.10 mm."-Baker. 
Ranges from New York to Illinois and Massachusetts. 'raken at 
Berry Lake, Lake County, by Baker, and Wawasee and Tippecanoe 
la'kes by Daniels. 
54. AMNICOLA WALKERI Pilsbry. 
"Thin, narrowly umbilicate, conic, shaped like Lyogyrus brolUnii 
Carpenter; slightly yellowish corneous; thin, smooth, with faint 
growth-lines. Whorls four, very convex, separated by deeply COil--
striding sutures, the last whorl rounded below; apex 
obtuse. Aperture oblique, rather small, mainly basal, 
a little longer than wide, but nearly cireular, the inner 
margin a trifle straightene~ above; perist'ome eontinu-
ous, in contaet with the prece(1ing whorl for an ex-
tremely short distance above. Opereulum amnieoloid. 
Height., 3 mm., diameter, 2 mm.; length of aperture, Fig.31. Amni-
It mm., width, 1~ mm."-Baker. 
Originally described from High Island Harbor, Lake 
col", 'fIw}keri 
Pilsbry. 
Michigan. Since taken at Grand Rapids, Michigan, and Joliet, Illi-
nois. A number were found in Gras~y Creek, Kosciusko County, by 
Daniels. . . 
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55. AMNICOLA EMARGINATA Kuster. 
"Small, globose, rather s·olid; color, different shades of greeR; sur-
face smooth, polished, lines of growth very faint; sutures well 
marked; apex very obtuse; comprising one and one-
hulf whorls; when viewed from the front the shell ap-
pears to have a truncated spire; spire very broadly 
truncate-conic; whorls four to four and one-half, very 
convex; aperture nearly round~ appressed to the body 
whorl; peristome continuous, rather thick, simple; base 
rounded, with a small umbilicus. Length, 4 mm., 
widt'h, 2 mm.; aperture length. 1.50 mm., width, 1.10 ]'ig.32. Amni-
cola emargv-
mm. nata Kuster. 
"'rhis species at first sight might be taken for A. 
lustrica, but the spire is very obtuse, while that of lustrica is acute, and 
the last whorl is appressed to the body-whorl, at the aperture in 
obtusa, while in lustrica it is 'entirely free."-Baker. 
Range from New York west to Iowa and Winnipeg, Canada, south 
to Ken.tucky. T'aken in Indiana only in heach drift along Lake 
Michigan opposite Millers, Lake County, by Baker. 
56. PALUDESTRINA NICKLINIANA Lea. 
"Elongately ovate, turreted; color greenish-horn; surface shining, 
lines of growth numerous, crowded, raised .so as to 
roughen the surface of the shell; sutures deeply im-
pressed; whorls four to four and one-half, very con-
vex; spire ele\'ated, rather sharply conical; apex small, 
round, almost concealed in the volution of the second 
whorl; aperture roundly ovate; peristome sharp, a 
li!tle thickened on the inside, continuous, the colu-
Fig .. il. rulu- mellar lip being covered with a raised callus which 
connects the terminations; base of shell rounded; um-
bilical region rimate and indented. Length, 4.25 mm., 
width, 2 mm.; aperture length, 1.25 mm., width, 1 mm. 
dedrina 
nickliniana .. 
Lea. 
"Nickliniana is a common little species, easily recognized by its 
narrow, turreted shell and well rounded whorls. The animals are 
gregarious, congregating together by hundreds. :Frequently a piece 
of water-cress will be found literally black with the shells of this 
species." -Baker. 
Berry Lake, Lake County, by Baker. 
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Family VALVATIIUiJ. 
57. VALVATA SINO ERA Say. Plate I, Fig. 21. 
"Depressed, more or less discoidal, rather solid; color brownish, 
transparent to opaque; silrface shining, lines of growth numerous, 
regular, crowded, sometimes encircled by a few spiral lines; apex 
large, round, almost concealed in the succeeding whorls; spire very 
flat, almost discoidal; whorls three and one-half, rounded, rapidly in-
creasing, the last considerably deflected; sutures impressed; aperture 
round, continuous, whitish or brownish inside; peristome rather 
thick, simple, continuous, the columellar portion being simply ap-
pressed against the body whorl; base rounded, umbilicus round, deep, 
exhibiting all the yolutions. Length, 2.25 mm., width, 6 mm.; aper-
ture length, 2.10 mm., width, 2.10 mm. 
"This is a very common ,species, easily distinguished by its dis-
coidal form and rounded whorls. IJike the L1:rnnmids, it delights to 
float on the surface of the water, shell downwards. It is very active, 
and not at all timid in c·aptivity."-Balcer. 
Occurs in numbers in the beach drift along the south shore of 
Lake Michigan, opposite Michigan City, Millers and Pine. 
58. VALVATA BIOARINATA Lea. 
"Depressed, solid, orbicular; horn-colored above and whitish be-
neath; surface shining, lines of growth distinct; apex large, horn-
colored; spire much depressed, flattened; whorls three and one-half 
to four, rapidly increasing; the cariniE are normally two in number, 
but a third is frequently developed; one carina encircles the shoulders 
of the whorls and one the middle of the base, the periphery being 
sharply rounded; sutures pronounc'ed; aperture roun"ded, angled mOTe 
or less by the cariniE, continuous as in tricarinata " base keeled; um-
bilicus widely opened. Length, 3.50 mm., width, 5 mm.; aperture 
length, Z mm., width, 2 mm. 
Bicarinata should be considered a distinct species from tricarinata, 
since the shells of the two forms are always distinguishable, tri-
carinata being elevated, the width equaling the height, while bi-
carinata is depressed and the height is four-fifths of the width. The 
former is normany tricarinate while the latter is bicaJ"inate, although 
both bi- and tricarinate forms occ"tlr in both species. In tricarinata 
the upper surface slopes upwards from the carina to the suture, 
while in bicarinata it slopes downwards, giving the upper surface a 
concave appearance." -Baker. 
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Occurs in Lake Michigan, along the borders of Lake, Porter and 
Laporte counties. The form normalis Baker has been taken oppo-
site Millers, Lake COllilty. It "differs from bicarinata in being tri-
carinate, the middle carina very strong and placed on the periphery." 
Family VI VIP ARID~JE. 
59. CAMPELOMA OBESA Lewis. 
"Obesely-ovatc, very ventricose; whorls five, convex, spire short-
conic, sutures well impressed, aperture ovate. Dark olivac'eous, 
bluish-white within the aperture. Length, 32 mm.; 
diameter, 20 mm. 
"This species much resembles a half-grown pon-
derosa, but is more regularly oval in its outline and 
of lighter texture. It is regularly distinguished by 
its very ventricose, rounded form and dark olive 
green color."-Lewis. 
This species occurs abundantly in the canal and 
White River, near Indiana,polis. Specimens identi- 'Fig. 34. Campel. 
oma obeBa Lewiio 
fied by Bryant Walker. 
Family SPHlERnniE. 
60. SPIVERIUM VERMONTANUM Prime. 
"Shell very 
Fig. 35. Sphre,ium 
vermontanum 
Prime. 
Collected by 
County. 
oblique, tumid, in equilateral, full; anterior margin 
abrupt, posterior drawn out to an angle, basal slight-
ly curved; beaks large, full, prominent, placed very 
much toward the anterior, in which direction they 
are slightly inclined; sulcations coarse, moderately 
regular; epidermis light green; ligament conspicu-
ous; valves s'olid, interior light blue; hinge-margin 
much curved, broad; cardinal teeth strong, repre-
senting the letter V reversed; lateral teeth elon-
gated, strong. Length .56; width, .37; diameter, 
.25 inches."-Prime. 
Baker in Lake Michigan, opposite Millers, Lake 
61. SPlliERIUM SIMILE Say. Plate II, Fig. 1. 
"Large, inflated, rather solid, almost equilateral, transversely oval; 
umbones depressed, inflated, placed a trifle anterior to the center of 
the shell, marked by heavy ridges, but not so coarse as in stamineum"' 
~----------~------------~-
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dorsal margin very nearly straight, ventral border broadly curved; 
anterior and posterior margins almost equal, the posterior a little 
longer than the anterior, the two margins rounded; umbonal slopes 
rounded; surface shining, growth lines coarse; color dark brown, 
sometimes with a reddish tinge; ligament weak, very dark horn or 
black'; cardinal teeth small, a single, long, stout, elevated, arched 
tooth in the right valve, and two stout, elevated teeth in the left 
valve, the upper tooth being short and curved and the lower tooth 
long and almost straight; lateral teeth double in the right and single 
in the left valv.e, short, elevated, lamellar, nearly straight; muscle 
scars a.nd pallial line faintly impressed; nacre bluish; cavity of the 
beaks shallow. Length, 16.50 mm.; height, 11.75 mm.; breadth, 
9mm. 
"The hinge teeth are arranged very peculiarly in this species, the 
laterals being in a direct line with the cardinals, and not at right 
angles to them, as in the previous species. It is one of the largest 
of the genus and distinguished from the related species by its trans-
verselyoval outline, its peculiarly placed teeth, and its umbonal 
marking, which is intermediate between solidulum and stamineum. 
The umbones are aIso placed very near the center of the shel1."-
Balcer. 
Common in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County. Occurs also in 
Lake Maxinkuckee, and in the Wabash River near New Harmony, 
Posey County. 
62. SPHlERIUM FABALE Prime. Plate II, Fig. 2. 
"Of good size, transversely oval, somewhat compressed, almost 
equila~eral, thin and fragile to quite solid; anterior and posterior 
margins rounded; ventral margin curved; dorsal margin slightly 
curved; umbones depressed, almost flush with the hinge line, placed 
near the center of the shell and quite heavily marked and regular; 
umbonal slopes gently rounded; surface smooth and shining in young 
or half grown specimens but dull in old examples; lines of growth 
typically very coarse and distinct, but finer in some specimens; color 
light green, yellowish or blackish, the latter a marked character in 
old specimens; ligament weak, color varying with the shell; cardinal 
teeth small, those in the left valve unequal, one placed near the 
dorsal margin and extending from the latter to a point midway be-
tween the dorsal and ventral margins of the hinge plate, and one 
placed near the ventral margin of the hinge plate; the dorsal tooth 
is nearly straight while ventral tooth is very arcuate; in the 
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right valve there is a single, large, arched tooth which extends from 
the center to the ventral border of' the hinge plate, it is large at 
either end and small in the middle; lateral teeth double in the right 
and single in the left valve, rather small, elevated, pyramidal, slight-
ly curved; hinge line rather solid; muscle scars indistinct; cavity of 
the beaks shallow; anterior bluish. Length, 11 mm., height, 9 mm.; 
breadth, 5.50 mm."-Ba7cer. . 
Taken by Baker at Millers, Lake County, of which locality he 
writes: "This interesting region, at the exheme southern end of 
Lake Michigan, is said by Professor Garriott to be tha most wind-
swept locality in the Chicago area. This fact accounts for the enor-
mous quantity of sea wrack which lines the shore at this point and 
which is not to be" found in such profusion anywhere -else along the 
shore. This sea wrack has proven prolific collecting ground for 
molluscan life." 
Also taken by Daniels opposite Michigan City and in the Wabash 
River at New Harmony, Posey County. 
63. SPH.lERIUM OCCIDENTALE Prime. Plate II, Fig .. 3. 
"Small, inflated, fragile, equilateral; umbones prominent but not 
much elevated, inflated, pla.ced centrally, marked by very fine lines; 
dorsal and ventral margins rounded; anterior and posteTior margins 
rounded; umbonal slopes rounded; surface shining, marked by very 
fine lines 0.£ growth; color light horn, sometimes darker; ligament 
as usual; cardinal teeth small, a single, elevated, lamellar, curved 
tooth in the right valve, the posterior curve of which is longer than 
the anterior and is club shaped, and two teeth in the left valve, that 
near the ventral border of the hinge plate being elevated and pyra-
midal, that on the dorsal border being long, lamellar, depressed, and 
curved, as in the preceding species; lateral teeth short,elevated, 
curved, single in the left and double in the right valve; muscle scars 
scarcely discernible: cavity of the beaks shallow; nacre light purplish 
or bluish. Length, 7.50 mm.; height, 7 mm.; breadth, 4.50 mm. 
"This species is distinguished by its oval outline, which is more 
regular than that of any other Sphmrium found in Indiana. It is 
very common, and when found at all is usually represented by ~un­
dreds of individuals."-Baker. 
Taken by Mr. Daniels in the Kankakee River, at Shelby and River-
side; in Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County, and in the cypress 
swamps of Knox County. 
---------------- --
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64. SPHlERIUM: FLA VUM: Prime. 
"Shell transversely rounded, compressed, equilateral, delicate, 
margm~ generally rounded, the posterior a little distended; beaks 
central, not full, more or less depressed; valves very 
slight, interior whitish; 'sulcations pretty deep, regular; 
epidermis light, of a greenish-yellow color; cardinal teeth 
Fig. 36. 
Sphl13rium 
flavum 
Prime. 
small, in the shape of the letter V i"eversed; lateral teeth 
elongated. Length, 0.43; height, 0.31; diameter, 0.18 
inches. 
"T.iJ.is is a very slight and delicate species, quite dis-
tinct from any others."-Prime. 
Known heretofore from Lake SuperioT, near Sault Ste. Marie. 
Taken by Daniels in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County, and from 
the beach of Lake Michigan, near Pine and Millers, Lake County. 
Identified by Sterki. 
65. OALYOULINA TRUNOATA Linsley. Plate II, Fig. 4. 
"Very. fragile, small, inflated, almost equilateral, rhombic-ovate, 
transluc'ent; umbones prominent, elevated, full, calyculate, approxi· 
mating, placed centrally, smooth and shining; dorsal margin straight; 
ventral margin broadly rounded; anterior margin rounded; posterior 
margin sharply truncated, rounded on the ventral part; umbonal 
slopes rounded; surface smooth and shining, lines of growth very 
fine; color light yellowish green or greenish horn with a zone of 
yellow bordering the ventral margin of the valve; ligament weak, 
light horn-color; cardinal teeth small, a single, elevated, lamellar, 
arched tooth in the right valve, and two teeth in the left valve, the 
ventral tooth pyramidal, elevated, the dorsal tooth long, lamellar, 
curved and elevated; lateral teeth long, lamellar, elevated, straight, 
one in the left valve and two in the right valve; muscle scars scarcely 
visible; cavity of the beaks shallow; nacre light bluish with a yellow 
zone on the ventral border. Length, 9.25 mm., height, 7.50 mm., 
width, 5 mm. 
"This species is very like S. transversa, but is shorter in compari-
SOIlj with its height, is rhombic in form and the beaks are plac'ed 
centrally. The two species belong to a natural group of which trans-
versa is the leading form."-Baker. 
Ranges from New England west to Illinois and Wisconsin and 
south to Xentucky. 
Occurs in lakes Wawasee and Tippecanoe, Kosciusko County, and 
in the cypress swamps of Knox County. 
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66. OALYCULINA SEOQRIS Prime. Plate II, Fig. 5. 
"Small, fragile, but stouter than the two previous species, inflated, 
inequilateral, rhombic-orbicular; umbones elevated, full, much in-
flated, calyculate, approximate, placed a trifle anteriorly; marked by 
very fine lines of growth; dorsal margin arc'hed; ventral margin 
rounded; anterior margin rounded, posterior truncated; umbonal 
slopes rounded, sub-angulate posteriorly; surface shining, lines of 
growth very faint; color varying from bright yellow to greenish horn, 
sometimes very dark horn; ligament as usual; cardinal teeth very 
small, a single, long, elevated, lamellar, arched tooth in the right 
valve, which has a large pyramidal projection near the anterior end 
giving the hinge the appearance of a double tooth, and two teeth 
in the left valve, one near the ventral margin of the hinge plate, 
elevated, pyramidal, and one near the dorsal border, lamellar, de-
-pressed, curved, extending diagonally toward the ventral border; 
lateral teeth long, lamellar, elevated, slightly curved, one in the 
left valve and two in the right; muscle scars faint; cavity of the 
beaks deep; nacre bluish white, darker near the postere-ventral por-
tion, lighter in yellowish specimens. Length, 6 mm.; height, 5 mm.; 
width, 3 mm. 
"A species at once distinguished by its rhombic-orbicular outline 
and inflated beaks and shell. It is the smallest Sph(J!rium found in 
Indiana, and is wider in proportion to its length than any -other 
species." -Baker. 
Range same as preceding. Common in Grassy Creek and in Lake 
Wawasee, Kosciusko County. 
67. OALYCULINA ROSACEA Prime. 
"Shell small, rounded-oval, fragile, translucent, subequilateral, 
somewhat compressed, margins generally rounded; beaks nearly cen-
tral, slightly inclined toward the interior, calyculate, approximate at 
apex; valves-very slight, a little convex in the region 
of the uinbones; strire regular, hardly visible; epider-
mis Hhiny, reddish-brown; hinge-margin nearly straight, 
delicate, narrow; cardinal teeth nearly obsolete, lateral 
teeth slight, elongated. Length, .25; width, .18; diam- Fig. 37. Culll-
culina rosacea 
etE»', .15 inC'hes~" -Prime. Prime. 
Common in Grassy Creek. A few specimens were also secured in 
Lake 'Vawasee. 
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68. PrsrDIUM COMPRESSUM Prime. 
"Shell solid, very oblique, trigonal, triangular, subequilateral, very 
much drawn up in the region of the beaks, inflated in adult; anterior 
side a little longer, narrower, produced at the end, posterior broader, 
Fig. 38. Pi.·idium comprf8,um 
Prime. 
sub-truncate; beaks placed a little poste-
riorly, small, raised, with a wing-shaped 
appendage on the summits, distant; strire 
distinct, regular; epidermis very variable, 
yellow, gray or chestnut color; valves 
solid, varying in inflation, interior light 
blue; hinge thick; cardinal teeth small, 
robust, compressed, disposed in the shape 
of the letter V reversed; lateral teeth distinct, short, strong, placed 
at an obtuse angle with the hinge proper. Length, .Hi; width, .14; 
diameter, .09 inches." -Prime. 
Ranges across the continent. Oc"curs in Lake Wawasce and Grassy 
Creek, Kosciusko County; Bass Lake, Starke County, and Lake Max-
inkuckee, Marshall County, from all of which localities it has been 
collected by Daniels. 
69. PrSIDIUM OBTUSALE (Lam.?) C. Pfr. 
"Mussel roundish-oval, very much inflated, under the lens ex-
tremely finely striate, near the inferior margin with a few deeper 
stria' and generally with strong lines of "year-growth," with a strong 
sheIl, shining, yellowish to grayish horn-colored; superior and in-
ferior margins rather strongly curved, but each one perceptibly less 
curved toward the anterior; posterior margin strongly curved, an-
terior part not much longer, little attenuated, hroadly rounded, out-
lines without any angles; beaks broad, prominent, near the middle 
of the mussel; the valves join at a right or somewhat obtuse angle 
at the inferior margin; hinge plate narrow, left valve with the ex-
terior cardinal tooth very short, fine, covering half of the inner one, 
lateral teeth approximate to the cardinals; right valv~ with the car-
dinal tooth little curved, thickened posteriorly; animal with syphon 
depressed-conic'al, wide at the base, anteriorly* narrow, truncate. 
Longitude, 3.5; altitude, 2.5; diameter, 2.3 mm. Europe, north of the 
Alps. (P. obtusale is rather variable' in size ).-Westerland. (Trans-
W~) I 
The present Indiana specimens measure: Longitude, 3.5 to '3.7; 
altitude, 3.2; diameter, 2.5 to 2.7 mm."-Sterki, 
Taken in numbers in a spring near Lake James, Steuben County, 
':' Evidently means "posteriorly." 
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70. PISIDIUM NOV-EBORAOENSE Prime. 
"Shell rounded-oval, very inequilateral, inflated, margins rounded; 
anterior side considerably produced, narrower; beaks 
situated posteriorly, large, full, prominent; valves com-
'paratively slight, interior light blue; stri::e irregular; 
epidermis variable, generaHy greenish-yellow or brown; 
hinge-margin a little curved; hinge slight, narrow; car- Fig. 39. PiBid-
dinal teeth double, very small; lateral teeth elon-
gated. Length, .35; width, .18; diameter, .13 inches. 
-P1·ime. 
'ium nov-ebo-
racen8e 
Prime. 
Collected in Lake Wawasee, Grassy Creek and Bass Lake, by Mr. 
Daniels. This and other species -of Pisidium and Sph::erium identi-
fied by Sterki. 
71. PrSIDIUM VARIABILE Prime. Plate II, Fig. 6 (enlarged). 
"Sman, solid, inflated, inequilateral, ohlique; umbones very much 
elevated; full, very prominent, placed posteriorly,smooth and 
polished to the naked eye but marked by fine lines when. viewed with 
a lens; an margins rounded, the anterior being somewhat pointed or 
triangular and quite long, while the posterior is short and very broadly 
rounded; umbonal'slopes rounded, the anterior subexcavated; sur-
fllJce shining, marked by rather heavy, regular growth lines; color 
varying from light yellow or straw to greenish or brownish, with a 
zone of light or dark color near the ventral margin; in some speci-
mens two zones are present, while in others the zone is hardly visible; 
ligament small and weak; cardinal teeth small, a single long, arched 
tooth in the right valve, and two more or less pyramidal teeth in the 
left valve; the right valve tooth is constricted in the center of the 
arch and gradually enlarges toward the distal end of the arch, the 
right arm of arch being the longer and reaching nearly to the base 
of the hinge plate; the upper left valve tooth is somewhat gourd-
shaped, beginning small at the upper margin of the hinge plate 
and gradually enlarging to about the center of the plate; the lower 
left valve tooth is large, solid and pyramidal; lateral teeth elevated 
ahove. the valve edge, triangular; the entire hinge plate about the 
lateral teeth is enlarged, thick and heavy; cavity of the beaks .deep 
and full; nacre bluish-white, shining. Length, 4.50 mm.; height, 
4.50 mm.; breadth, 3.10 mm."-Bakc1". 
With the last two species in the lakes and streams mentioned. 
72. PrsIDIuM POLITUM Sterki. 
"Mussel of medium size, well inflated, rather high, be~ks slightly 
poeterior, rather high and prominent, not full but well rounded; 
scutum and scutellum slightly marked. Superior margin rather 
69--Geol. 
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short, rather strongly curved; inferior well curved, more so in front 
Fig. 40. Pi8idium politum 
Sterki. 
than behind; posterior margin distinctly 
tr'uncated, with a well marked angle where 
joining the superior, and a less marked, 
rounded angle where joining the inferior 
margin; anterior end forming a slight but 
distinct angle situated rather high up. Sur-
face very finely, irregularly striated, poHshed; whitish or straw 
colored, often leaden-grayish on the beaks, or even all over. Shell 
moderately thick, nacre whitish; muscular insertions not very dis-
tinct; hinge of essentially the same type as that in Pis. abditum. 
Length, 4.7 mm., height, 4 mm., diameter, 2.9 mm."-Stel'ki. 
Recorded from Ohio, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Minnesota and Illi-
nois. T'aken in numbers in Grassy Creek, KOlsciusko County, by 
Daniels. 
73. PISIDIUM VESICULARE Sterki. 
"Mussel small, ovoid, very inequipartite, somewhat oblique, strong-
ly inflated; beaks very posterior, moderately prominent; margins all 
well rounded, or the scutum forming a very slight angular projec-
tion; color yellowish to brownish horn; surface slightly striated, 
polished, often with a few coarser lines of growth; shell thin, trans-
lucent; nacre rath.er glassy, colorless; hinge rather small, markedly 
short; cardinal teeth lamellar, the right moderately curved with its 
anterior end thicker; anterior left distinctly directed upward, curved, 
often angular; posterior, oblique, moderately curved; groove between 
them narrow and deep; lateral teeth situated very close to the car-
dinals, short, especially those in the left valve abrupt, high; liga-
ment short. Length, 2.3 mm.; height, 1.9 mm.; diameter, 1.7 mm." 
-Stel'ki. 
One specimen taken from the stomach of a catfish (Ameiul'us 
nebulosus Rai.) from Bass Lake, Starke County. 
74. PJSIDJUM PAUPERCULUM Sterki. 
"Mussel of moderate size, rather oblique, moderately to rather 
strongly inflated; beak,s slightly posterior, moderately large and 
prominent, rounded; scutum and scutellum slightly marked; edges 
acute or acutish, not pinched; ~uperior and inferior ma·rgins moder-
ately curved, posterior well rounded or slightly truncated, joining 
the inferior without any marked angle; antero-superior margin slop-
ing, oblique, slightly curved, meeting the inferior at an angle situ-
ated rather inferior, more distant in the adult than in younger ex-
amples; surface very finely striated, polished; color pale or yellowish 
to greenish-horn, sometimes whitish or straw in old specimens; shell 
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thin, translucent; hinge moderately strong; cardinal teeth of the 
right valve moderately curved, its posterior end thickened, those of 
the right valve lamellar, almost equal, the superior rather short, 
slightly oblique and little curved; lateral teeth rather strong; liga-
ment short, thin. Length, 0.2 mm.; height, 2.7 mm.; diameter, 1.9 
mm." -Sterki. 
A common species east of the Mississippi River. Occurs in num-
bers in Lakes Wawasee and Maxinkuckee. 
75. PISIDIUM SCUTELLATUM Sterki. 
"Mussel of medium size, rather high, oblique, markedly protracted 
downward in its anterior part, well rounded, rather strongly inflated; 
beaks much posterior, rather large, prominent, rounded; superior 
margin short, little curved, or almost 
straight, scutum and scutellum well marked, 
forming projecting angles; the other mar-
gins well curved, or the po'sterior very 
Fig.41. Pi8idium 8cutellatum slightly truncated, anterior end well 
Sterki. 
raunded, ar with a slight indication of an 
angle; surface polished, with irregular strire and same coarse lines 
af growth; shell thin, transparent, of a yellowish-horrn to amber 
color, often graytsh or brownish-horn in old specimens, and whitish 
on the beaks; nacre glassy, inner surface micrascopically rugulose; 
hinge fine, short, cardinal teeth lamenar, the one in the right valve 
moderately curved, its pa,sierior end thicker; the inferior in the 
left valve curved, the: superior little so or almost straight; lateral 
teeth very short, very abrupt, pointed, thin, little projecting into 
the cavity of the mussel; ligament small. Length, 4 mm.; height, 
3.6 mm., diameter, 2.8 mm." --Ster7~i. 
Recorded heretofore fram Michigan, Minnesota and Montana. 
Taken by Daniels in Lost Lake, Marshall County. 
76. PISIDIUM SPLENDIDULUM Sterki. 
"Mussel small, well inflated, rather ovoid in outline, scutum and 
scutellum rather well marked, the former often prominent; beaks 
slightly posteriar, somewhat prominent, moderately large, rounded; 
color pale to deep horn, surface polished, 
e with very fine, somewhat irregular strire; . @. shell thin, transparent; hinge rather fine 'but well formed, plate narrow; c'ardinal teeth longitudinal, lamellar, the right one 
Fig. 42. Pi8idium 8plenrlidulum 
Sterki. rather long, slightly curved, most so at 
both ends, more or less thickened at the 
posterior end, and often with a groove; the two in the valve nearly 
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equal, parallel, little curved, the superior is anterior for about one-
third o·f its length; lateral teeth comparatively strong, all projecting 
into the interior of the mussel, pointed; ligament rather long. 
Length, 2.8 mm.; height, 2.4 mm., diameter, 1.7 mm."-Sterki. 
Common in Grassy Creek and Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko County; 
also taken from the stomach of a catfish captured in Bass Lake, 
Starke County. 
77. PISIDIUM ROPERI Sterki. 
"Mussel rather large, strongly infbted when mature, very little so 
when young; oblong to ovoid in outline, margins regularly curved, 
with no projecting angles (in the adult); scutum and scutellum 
scarcely marked; beaks moderately posterior, very broad, suriMe 
somewhat glossy, with irregular, not sharp, striffi and some strongly 
marked lines of growth; color of the dry shell straw to yellowish-
horn, often with one to several fine, concentric lines of purple; shell 
rather thin, nacre whitish, muscle insertions scarcely marked, hinge 
comparatively fine and short; cardinal teeth quite small; the right 
one moderately curved, slightly thickened at the posterior end; the 
left ones very short; the inferior slightly angular, truncated or 
pointed on top, the superior sometimes almost obsolete; lateral teeth 
short, smllll, scarcely projecting into the interior; ligament rather 
fine. Length, 5.5 mm., height, 4.4 InIn., diameter, 3.8 mm."-Sterki. 
Ranges from Maine to California. Taken in Grassy Creek and 
TippecaJtoe Lake, Kosciusko County; also recorded from Danville, 
Indiana, by Sterki. 
78. PISIDIUM MEDIANUM Sterki. 
"Mussel of rather small size, elliptical in outline, much inflated, 
often of somewhat irregular growth; superior and inferior ~argins 
moderately curved, post.erior well rounded, or with a s~ight angle 
above, anterior rounded or slightly truncated obliquely; beaks rather 
in the middle, slightly directed toward the posterior, rather high, 
prominent over the hinge margin; scutum and scutellum very 
slightly marked; surface with very fine, crowded striffi, somewhat 
shining, light horn to yellowish or straw colored; shell thin, nacre 
c'olorless,. musclc insertions barely perceptible; hinge fine, plate nar-
row; cardinal teeth lamellar, slightly curved, the right one in its 
posterior part some)¥hat thicker, simple or with a fine, longitudinal 
groove; lateral teeth pointed, the outer ones of the right valve com-
paratively large; ligament fine. Length, 3.5 mm.; height, 2.8 mm., 
diameter, 2.3 mm."-Sterki. 
Common in Michigan and Wisconsin. A number were taken from 
thc stomachs of catfish caught in Bass Lake, Starke County. 
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79. PISIDIUM TENUISSIMUM Sterki. 
"Ra,ther small, little to strongly oblique, moderately to rather well 
inflated, with the edges usually acutish, elongated or rather short, 
rhomboid to oblong-ovoid in outline; hinge mar'gin little inferior, 
moderately curved, posterior end rounded or sub-tr:uncate obliquely 
in a postero-anterior direction with a rounded angle above; anterior 
more or less curved, truncate obliquely with the rounded-angular 
end inferiorly, or the whole anterior part rather regularly parabolic, 
with the end in the longitudinal median line; beaks slightly pos-
terior, somewhat broad, moderately elevated over the hinge line, 
somewhat mammillar; surfac'o very finely, almost regularly striated, 
highly polished; color horn to smoky, or to greenish, or to light 
grayish; shell very thin, translucent; hinge very fine, plate very nar-
row, cardinal teeth very small, short, t.hin, scarcely or slightly curved; 
those of t.he left valve very close together, longit.udinal-parallel, the 
upper little posterior; lateral teeth rather long, markedly straight, 
slender, t.hin, with short cusps; also the outer ones in the right valve 
quite distinct; ligament fine. Length, 3.4 mm.; height, 2.8 mm.; 
diameter, 2.1. mm."-Ster7ci. 
Recorded hereto-fore from a number of lakes in Michigan. Taken 
by Daniels at Bass Lake and Lake Maxinkuckee. 
80. PISIinUM AFFINE Sterki. 
"Rather large, well-inflated, slightly oblique, beaks somewhat pos-
terior" large and prominent in full-grown, broad and quite low in 
young specimens, rounded or slightly flatt.ened on top; superior and 
inferior margins moderately curved; posterior sub-truncate, with 
slightly marked angles above and below; supero-anterior forming one 
regular curve from the beaks to the anterior end, which is low situ-
ated and well-rounded; surface distinctly and somewhat irregularly 
striated, with some coarser lines of growth, dull or somewhat shin-
ing; color lighter or darker grayish horI1 to plumbeous or brownish 
with a few irregular darker zones corresponding with the lines' of 
growth, and often with fine darker mottlings, usually with a broad 
lighter zone along the margins; the young are pale horn or straw 
colored; shell moderately thick, nacre whitish, muscle insertions' 
little; hinge rather stout, plate rather broad; cardinal teeth long, not 
very strong, the right one curved, its free edge o.ften indented in 
the middle, its posterior end s.omewhat thicker, with a fine groove, 
the left anterior tooth curved, the posterior slightly s.o, oblique, rather 
behind the anterior, each covering tho other fo1' half their lengths; 
lateral teeth stout, rather long, their cusps short and somewhat 
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pointed, the outer ones 
rather long and stout. 
4 mm."-Sterlci. 
on the right valve, of good size; ligament 
Length, 6 mm.; height, 5 rum., diameter, 
New York to Michigan and Minnesota. Common in Lake Wawa-
see, Kosciusko County. 
81. PISIDIUM SARGENTI Sterki. 
"Mussel of medium size,. somewhat oblique, well inflated; beaks 
not much posterior, rounded or slightly flattened on top, well prom-
inent over the hinge margin; the latter slightly curved in the adult, 
almost straight in the young and half-grown, with projecting, not 
or hardly rounded angles at the scutum and scutellum, ·which are 
slightly to weIr marked, narrow; posterior margin sub~truncate above, 
passing into the well rounded inferior with an uninterrupted curve, 
or with a slightly marked, rounded angle, more so in the young; 
supero-anterior margin little to moderately curved, sloping from the 
projecting angle at the scutellum to the rounded anterior end; sur-
face regularly and rather coarsely striated, dull, rarely somewhat shin-
ing in older specimens; epiconch thin and often worn off, pale horn-
colored in the young, lighter to darker grayish to brownish in older 
specimens, usually with a lighter zone along the margins; shell mod-
erately thick, nacre glassy, colorless to white or bluish, muscle in-
sertions distinct; hinge stout, plate rather broad, cardinal teeth well 
formed, short, the right one rather strongly curved, its posterior end 
thickened and grooved; the left anterior angular, stout, the posterior 
small, oblique; lateral teeth rather short, stout, their cusps short, 
pointed, the outer ones in the right valve well formed; ligament 
short, strong. Ilength, 5 mm.; height, 4.'1 mm.; diameter, 3.4 mm. 
"N ew York to Ohio, Michigan, Illinois and Minnesota, rather com-
mon in creeks, rivers and smalllakes."_8Ierlci. 
Taken from the stomachs of catfish captured in Bass Lake. 
82. PISIDIUM STRENG! Sterki. 
"Mussel of moderate size, regularly inflated, rather shod; beaks 
slightly posterior, small, narrow, approximate, somewhat projecting 
over the hinge margin; superior and inferior margins, well curved, 
the supem-anterior slightly so and forming a steep slope to the some-
what angled anterior end; the pOlsterior end sub-truncate; scutum 
and scutellum indistinct; angles in front of and behind the beaks· 
slight, rounded; shell rather thin, translucent; surface very finely 
striate, appearing smooth, with a few fine, irregular lines of growth, 
and with a slight, dull gloss; color of epiconch pale horn shading 
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into grayish, whitish or yellowish; nac're almost glassy, muscle scars 
very slight; hinge fine, plate narrow; cardinal teeth small, thin; the 
right one curved, its posterior end deeply cleft, the left anterior 
curved or almost straight, the posterior short, oblique; lateral teeth 
small, somewhat pointed, the outer ones of the right valve quite 
small but distinct; ligament small. Length, 4 mm.; height, 3.7 
mm.; diameter, 2.6 !llm."-Sterki. 
RangeB from Michigan to New York, Ohio and Indiana, a number 
of the type specimens having been taken by Daniels from the stom-
achs of catfish caught in Bass Lake, Starke County. 
:Family UNIONIDlE. 
83. TRUNCILLA SAMPSONII (Lea). 
"Shell smooth, oblique, inflated, very much swollen at the um-
bones, emarginate behind, round bef6re, ve'ry inequilateral; valves 
thick, slightly thicker before; beaks prominent, swollen, incurved, 
slightly undulate at the tips; epidermis yellowish, covered with green 
rays; cardinal teeth rather large, erect and corrugate; lateral teeth 
thick, short, corrugate and nearly straight; nacre silver white and 
slightly iridesc'ent." -Lea. 
Call regarded this species as a variety of perplex1ls,' but Simpson, 
in his "Synopsis of the N aiades,'~ lists it as distinct. Specimens are 
in the State Museum labeled "Wabash River," and Daniels has taken 
it in that river at Grand Chain, Posey County. 
84. LAMPSILUS OVATUS Say. 
"Shell su:bovate, convex, not remarkably thick, horn-color, not 
radiated; flattened and fuscous on the anterior margin; beaks decor-
ticated, placed nearer central; umbo prominent; within parlaceous; 
cavity of the beaks capacious; primary teeth very oblique, almost 
parallel to the posterior margin and much compressed. Length, 
three inches; breadth, four inches."-Say. 
. Specimens in the State Museum marked "Ohio River" were prob-
ably taken by Dr. Stein in that stream, near Mt. Vernon, Posey 
County. Say mentioned it as "inhabiting the Ohio River and its 
tributary streams." 
85. LAMPSILIS FALLACIOSUS Smith. Plate II, Fig. 7. 
"Shell elongate elliptical, subsolid, inflated, rounded in front, and 
ending in a rather sharp point behind, at two-thirds of the height 
of the shell, with a moderate, rounded posterior ridge; beaks not 
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prominent, their sculpture consisting of a few delicate parallel ridges, 
somewhat doubly looped, the hinder loops generally open behind; 
epidermis very smooth and shining, ashy straw color, often brownish 
on the back of the shell, generally feebly rayed with green; female 
shell decidedly swollen in the postbasal region, so that the baseline 
is often incurved in front, of the swelling; teeth rather delicate, 
there being one compressed pseudo-cardinal and one lateral in the 
right valve, and two pseudo-cardinals and two laterals in the left; 
beak cavities not deep; nacre brilliant, silvery. Length, 90 mm.; 
height, 40 mm.; diameter, 32 mm.· . 
"This species has generally been coniounded with its near ally, 
Lampsilis anodontoides Lea. It is smaller, more inflated, and in every 
way a mOore delicate form than the latter; it is not so high, the epi-
dermis is brighter and more glossy, and generally rayed. The po'st-
basal inflation of the female is usually more pronounced, and the 
posterior point is higher than in anorZonloides. '1'he latter is usually 
more yellow or tawny than fallac'iosus, and is, on the whole, a heavier 
shell." -8 impson. 
Occurs in the upper Mississippi drainage; south to the Cumber-
land and Arkansas rivers. In Indiana it has been taken by Daniels 
only in the Tippecanoe River, Carroll County. Specimens in the 
State Museum are marked "\v abash River, Indiana." 
86. LAMPSILIS LIENOSUS Conrad. 
"Shell elliptical, inflated, slightly furrowed or contracted from~ 
beak to base; substance of the shell thickened toward the base; pos-
terior dorsal and posterior basal margin rounded, extremity sub-an-
gulated; beaks pointed, approximate, slightly prominent, with inter-
rupted undulations; concentric lines prominent; epidermis dark olive, 
obscurely rayed, wrinkled on the margins; cardinal teeth double in 
both valves, slightly compressed, oblique, striated; nacre varying from 
bluish white to deep salmon or purple; cavity most capacious under 
the umbonal slope. The color of the interior is remarkably incon-
stant, but a purple approaching to salmon is the most prevailing tint, 
and the margin is bluish-white."-Conrad. 
Measurements of Indiana spe'cimens: Length of male, 55 mm., 
female, 46 mm.; height, male, 31 mm., female, 26 mm.; diameter, 
male, 19 mm., female, 18 mm. 
Common in the canal and White River at Indianapolis. Dr. Stein 
probably had this species in mind when be lis'ted U. nasulus Say from 
the same locality, as the latter species occurs only in the St. Law-
rence Drainage. Lienosus is a southern species, Marion County being 
the most northern point from whieh it has been recorded. 
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87. LAID'SILIS NIGERRIMUS Lea. 
"Shell smooth, elliptical, rather C'onvex, inequilateral, rounded be-
hind; substance of the shell rather thin; beaks small, slightly prom-
inent, undulated at the tip; ligament rather long and thin; .epidermis 
shining, black, striate, ill the young radiate all over the disk; marks 
of growth rather distant; posterior slope compressed into a small 
carina; umbonal slope slightly raised and rounded; cardinal t.eeth 
rather large, somewhat compressed, oblique, acuminate, crenulate 
and double in both valves; lateral teeth long, lamellar, somewhat 
curved and separated from the cardinal tooth; anterior cicatrices dis-
tinct; post.erior cicatrices c'onfluent; dorsal cicatrices placed ncar the 
edge of the plate and on the cardinal tooth; cavity of the shell rather 
shanow; cavity of the beaks sha110w and subrotund; nacre white and 
very iridescent. Length, 1.3; height, 2.2; diameter, .7 inches. 
"All the adults, male and female, of which I have many specimens, 
are yery black and apparently without rays,' but when held up to 
a strong light, delicate obscure rays may be observe<l, particularly 
about the umbonal slope. In the individuals of gne-thinl growth 
amI Tess, the epidermis is dark-green amI covcred with rays. '1'he 
female differs much in outlinc from the malc, and is llluch inflated 
on that portion of the disk which tends to the postcrior basal mar-
gm. This enlargement makes that margin obliquely truncate."-
Lea. 
A sout.hern form, whosc range is recorded as "Alexandria, Louis-
iana to Eastern 'l'exas." Listed by Stein from the ,Yhit.e River. 
Taken by Daniels in that stream, ncar Rockfon], Jackson County, 
where it is common. Identified by Simpson. 
88. LAMPSILIS BLATCHLEYI Daniels*. Plate III. 
"Shell long, elliptical or obovate, compressed, thin, inequilateral, 
slightly gaping behind; beaks low, but little inflated, pointed, with 
minute nodulous sculpture; dorsal and basal outlines lightly curved; 
anterior end Bomewhat narrowed, 'rounded; posterior end rounded 
and lightly and obliquely subtruncate above; surface with singula,r 
growth lines; epidermis somewhat cOincentrically wrinkled, project-
ing beyond the border of the shell, yellow green with fa,int green 
rays; pseudo-cardinals rudimentary, smooth, subcompressed; latera.ls 
straight, single in the l'ight valve, partly double in the left; nacre 
brilliant, iridescent, having a somewhat coppery lustre in the cavi-
ties, becoming very thin and greenish at the edges. Length, 45 mm., 
height, 21 mm., diameter, 10 mm. Ijength, 40 mm., height, 17 mm., 
diameter, 8.5 min."-Daniels. 
':' Nautilus. XVI. 1902. p. 13. 
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Wabash River, Section 32, Linn Township, Posey County, Indiana. 
Found only on gravel bars in swiftly running water. Fourteen speci-
mens were collected in August, 1901. (For exact locality, see map. 
page 583.) 
Five or six additional specimens were taken at the same place in 
August, 1902, the largest of which had the following dimensions: 
Length, 56 mIn., height, 25 mm., diameter, 14 mm. 
89. ANODONTA CORPULENTA Cooper. 
"Shell large, inflated, thin to rather solid, slightly inequilateral, 
subrhomboid, rounded in front and on the base; hinge line slightly 
curved; dorsal wing somewhat prominent in young shells, ending 
in an angle behind at the obliquely truncate dorsal slope; posterior 
ridge rather low; umhonal region very full; beaks with coarse folds 
which are somewhat doubly looped; surface sub-shining, with strong, 
irregular growth lines, olive or greenish olive, sometimes having 
lighter or darker hands; dorsal slope usually having two 'or three 
faint dark rays; nacre bluish or reddish. Length, 170 mm.; height, 
115 mm.; diameter, 70 mm. Length, 158 mm., height, 116 mm.; 
diameter, 66 mm. 
"Generally less elongated and having the umbonal region more in-
flated than the varieties of A. grandis, and as a rule it is more rhom-
boid in outline. It is very close to A. stewartiana, but the latter is 
usually more elongated, is darker colored, and is normally covered 
with a somewhat dusky epidermis."-Simpson MS. 
Range.-Missquri Hiver; Upper Mississippi River Drainage, east 
to Indiana. Common in Clear Lake, Laporte County. Identified 
by Simpson. 
·90. AN'ODONTA KENNICOTTI Lea. 
"Shell smooth, elliptical, .somewhat inflated, inequilateral, ob-
tusely angular behind and round before; substance of the shell rather 
thin; beaks prominent, pointed and granular at the tips; ligament 
long, thin and dark brown; epidermis varying from pale yellow to 
dark brown, without rays, with eight or ten rather close lines of 
growth; umbonal slope raised and fOunded; posterior slope rather 
narrow, elliptical, slightly carinate, with two indistinct lines in each 
valve from the tips to the margin; anterior cic'atrices confluent and 
very slightly impressed;' posterior cicatrices confluent, large and 
scarcely perceptible, dorsal cicatrices placed over the center of the 
cavity of the beaks; cavity of the shell rather deep and wide; cavity 
of the beaks shallow and very obtusely angular, nacre bluish white 
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and iridescent. Length, 1.2;. height, 1.9; diameter, .7 inches. 
-Lea. 
A northern spec'ies whose range, according to Simpson, is the 
"Upper and Middle St. Lawrence System; northwest into the Mc-
Kenzie Drainage." Taken by Daniels in Lake Wawasee, Kosciusko 
Coun.:ty, whe7e it occurs in marly deposits in shallow water. 
91. QUADRULA PYRAMIDATA Lea. 
"Shell sub-pyramidal, longitudinal, inequilateral, anterior part 
swolleIlJ recuriely from the beaks to the basal margin, compressed 
at posterior margin, slightly depressed anterior to umbonal ,slope; 
substance of the shell very thick in the region of the teeth and beaks, 
thin at posterior margin; beaks very much elevated, recurved and 
incurved; epidermis very dark brown and finely wrinkled; cardinal 
teeth large, crenate and deeply impressed in the left valve, single 
and emerging from a pit in the right; lateral teeth long, slightly 
curved, distinct from the cardinal teeth and pointing' toward the 
basal margin; anterior cicatrices distinct, the great one forming a 
deep pit; posterior cicatrices distinct, the smaller one being placed 
at the end of the lateral tooth; dorsal cicatrices situated on the 
under part of the cardinal tooth; cavity of the beaks deep and angu-
lated; nacre beautifully flesh-colored, very rarely white. Length, 
2.3; height, 2.1; diameter, 1.7 inches."-Lea. 
Ohio, Cumberland and Tennessee River Systems. Taken by Dan-
iels in the Wabash at Terre Haute and La.fayette, and in the Tippe-
canoe River, in Carroll County. 
92. QUADRULA SUBROTUNDA Lea. 
"Shell suborbicular, nearly equilateral, subventricose; substance of 
the shell thick, somewhat thinner behind; beaks thick and elevated; 
ligament rather short and thick; epidermis yellow and smooth in 
the region of the beaks; brown and finely wrinkled towards the 
margin; interrupted rays pass from the beaks and are very visible 
over the umbones, but are lost in the wrinkles before they reach the 
margin; cardinal teeth thick and crenate; lateral teeth short, thick 
and very slightly cur,}'ed; posterior and anterior' cicatrices both dis-
tinct; dorsal cicatrices situated on the under side of the cardinal 
teeth; cavity of the beaks deep and angula,ted; nacre pearly white 
and iridescent. Length, 1.6; height, 1.6; diamete'r, 1.1 inches. 
"This is perfectly distinct from any described species and seems 
peculiar in its yellow beaks and brown margin; as well as in the 
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beautiful interrupted rays which pass over the umbones, leaving the 
anterior and posterior slopes usually of a yellow color. In form 
it approaches U. ebenus."-Lea. 
Ohio, Cumberland and Tennessee River Systems; west to Arkansas 
and north to Wisconsin. Occurs plentifully at many different sta-
tions in the Wabash River and also in the Tippecanoe. 
EXPLA~ATION OF PLATES. 
PLATE I. 
Fig. 1. Polygym monodon fraterna Say. 
Polygym murlOdon Rackett. 
BifidrtJoia p1'()cem Gould. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
It. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
Vitrea hammanis (Strom.) 
Vitrea indentata Say. 
Zonitoides niti,{/115 (Muller). 
Zanitoides minuscul'us Binney. 
PunctJum pyglllaeum Drap. 
Cwychiulll exile H. O. Lea (enlarged). 
Limncea 8tagnal~" appre.g"a Say. 
Limnaea reflexa kidlandiana Lea. 
Limncea painstris michi,qanen,'I:s Walker. 
Limnaea capetata umbilicata Adams. 
Limnaea catascopiurn Say. 
Limnaea columella Say. 
LI:mncea woodruffi Baker. 
Physa sayi Tappan. 
Physa gyrina elliptica Lea. 
Physa integra Haldeman. 
Bythinia lenlaC'ula/a L. 
Vall'rtta sincern Say. 
PLATE II. 
Sph(P'ri'Uln simile Say. 
Sp/uPl'ium .fe/bale Prime. 
Fig. 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
• Sphaeriuln occidentale Prime. 
Cal(,!/cnlina trnncnlct Linsley. 
('alcyculinct securis Prime. 
Pisidium vct}'iabile Prime (enlarged). 
Lampsili>J fctllaciosus (Smith). 
PLATE III. 
Lampsilis blcttcltleyi Daniels. 
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Fig. 7. Lampsilis faUaciosus (Smith). 
PLATE III. 
Larnpsilis Iilatchlp!!i Dani('lR. 
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A CHECK LIST OF INDIANA MOLLUSCA, WITH 
LOCALITIES. 
By L. E. DANIELS. 
The following is a list of the Mollusca with localities which were 
known to occur in Indiana on January 1, 1903, 276 species in all. 
The nomenclature of the land shells is that of Pilsbry's catalogue, 
mentioned in the introduction to the preceding paper. That of the 
Unionidre is Simpson's "Synopsis of the Naiades, or Pearly Fresh 
Water Mussels," published in Vol. XXII of the Proceedings of the 
U. S. National Museum. Where. the name used in Call's "Catalogue 
of the Mollusca of Indiana" differs from that of the present list, 
Call's name follows in italics and in parenthesis. Representatives 
of all but a half dozen of the species are in the State Museum. 
Family HELICIDlE. 
Sub-family HELIOINlE. 
1. VALLONIA PULCHELLA (Mull.). 
Indianapolis, Mitchell and Arlington; common in southeast-
ern Indiana. 
2. VALLONIA COSTATA (Mull.). 
Arlington, Marshall County. 
Sub-family POLYGYRINlE. 
3. POLYGYRA LEPORINA (Gld.). 
New Harmony, Posey County; North Vernon, Jennings 
County; DU'nreith, Henry County (Pleas.); Gibson County 
(Stein). 
4. POLYGYRA PLICATA Say. 
Clarksville, Floyd County. 
5. POLYGYRA TRIDENTATA (Say). ('l'riodopsis tri(lentata Say). 
Found all over the State. 
-629-
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6. POLYGYRA FRAUDULENTA Pils. (Triodopsis fallarc Say). 
Not Polygyrq fallax (Say), which is an eastern species, ac-
cording to Pilsbry. 
Mt. Vernon, Lafayette, Laporte and Indianapolis. 
7. POLYGYRA INFLECTA Say. (Triodopsis inflecta Say) ~ 
Abundant in nearly all parts of the State. 
8. POLYGYRA PROFUNDA (Say). (Mesodon profundus Say). 
Indianapolis, Corydon, Lawrenceburg, Brookville, Lower 
Wabash Valley. 
9. POLYGYRA ALBOLABRIS (Say.) (Mes~don albolabris Say). 
All over the State. 
10. POLYGYRA EXOLETA (Binn). (Me8odon ercoletus Binn.) 
Common over the southern two-thirds of the State. 
11. POLYGYRA MULTILINEATA (Say). (Mcsodon multilineatus Say). 
All over the State in suitable localities. 
12. POLYGYRA l'ALLIATA (Say). (Triodopsis palliata Say). 
All over the State. 
13. POLYGYRA OBSTRICTA (Say). (Triodopsis obstricta Say). 
Grand Chain and New Harmony, Posey County. 
14. POLYGYRA APPRESSA (Say). (Triodopsis appl°essa Say). 
New Harmony, Mt. Vernon, Lawrenceburg, Cannelton and 
Wyandotte. 
15. POLYGYRA ELEVATA (Say). (Mcsodon elevatu8 Say). 
All over the State. 
16. POLYGYRA PENNSYLVANICA (Green). (M esodon pennsylvanicus Green). 
Brookville, Lafayette and Brookston. 
17. POLYGYRA THYROIDES (Say). (Mcsodon thyroideus Say). 
All over the State. 
18. POLYGYRA CLA USA (Say). (M esodon clau8us Say). 
Brookville, Lafayette, De Long. Over nearly ~ll of the 
State. 
19. POLYGYRA MITCHELLIANA (Lea). (Mesodon mitchellianus Lea). 
Brookville. 
20. POLYGYRA STENOTREMA (Fer.). (Stenotrema stenotremum Fer.). 
Madison, Lawrenceburg; common at Wyandotte. 
/ 
/ 
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21. POLYGYR~RSUTA (Say). (Stenotrema hir,mttlm Say). 
All over 'the State. 
'" ::!2. POLYGYRA MONOD~ (Fack.). (Stenotrema leaii Ward). 
Arlington, Marshall County; Pine and Hammond, Lake 
County; Roc'hester; near the lakes in Kosciusko and Steu-
ben counties. 
22a. P. MONODON FRATERNA (Say). (Stenotrema monodon Rack.). 
All over the State. 
, 
Ffl.mily PUPID.LE. 
23. STROBILOPS LABYRINTHICA (Say). (Strobila labyrinthica Say). 
Brookville, North Ver.non, Princeton, Huntingburg, Cannel-
ton; New Harmony, Posey County; cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 
24. STROBILOPS VIRGO (Pils.). 
Cannelton, New Harmony, Arlington, Princeton and Wyan-
dotte. 
25. STROBILOPS AFFlNIS Pils. 
Lawrenceburg, Mitchell, Wyandotte; New Harmony, Posey 
County; Cannelton, Perry County; -Huntingburg; near 
Lake James, Steuben County, and Tippecanoe Lake, Kos-
ciusko County. 
26. PUPOIDES MARGINATUS' (Say). (Leucochila fallax Say). 
Brookville, North Vernon, Mitchell, New Harmony, Arling-
ton and Pine. Dunreith (Pleas). 
27. BIFIDARIA ARMIFERA Say. (Leucochila armifera Say). 
Brookville, Lawrenceburg, Mitchell, New Harmony, Arling-
ton, Seymour and Indianapolis. 
28. BIFID ARIA CONTRACTA Say. (Leucochila contracta Say). 
Vawter Park, Arlington, Brookville, Huntingburg, Indian-
apolis, N orih Vernon, Seymour, Mitchell and New Har-
mony. 
29. BIFID ARIA PROCERA Gld. 
Mitchell, Connersville (Walker). 
30. BIFDARIA CORTICARIA (Say). (Leucochila corticaria Say). 
Grand Chain, New Harmony; Morgan County. Dunreith 
(Pleas). 
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31. BIFIDARIA HOLZINGERI Sterki. 
Dunreith (Sterki). 
32. BIFIDARIA CURVIDENS G1d. 
Wolf Lake, Lake County (Baker); Henry County and Con-
nersville (Sterki). Dunreith (Pleas). 
33. BIFIDAllIA PEN rODON Say. (Pupilla pentodon Say). 
Tippecanoe anrl 'l'urhy lakes, 'Kosciusko County. New Har-
mony, Mitchell, Arlington, Seymour. Dunreith (Pleas). 
34. VERTIGO MILIUM Girl. 
Lake .James, Steuben C(ninty; Vawter Park, Brookville and 
Lawrenceburg (Call). Dunreith (Pleas). 
35. VERTIGO OVATA Say. 
'rippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake .James, Hteubcn 
County; Arlington. l)unreith(Plea~). Lawrenceburg and 
Indianapolis (Call). 
36. VERTIGO MORSEl Sterki. 
Near Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake .lHaxinkuc-
kee, Marshall County, and Lake James, Steuben County. 
37. VERTIGO GOULDI Binn. 
Henry County and Connersville (Sterki); Dunreith (Pleas). 
38. VERTIGO TRIDENTATA "'olf. 
Danville (Walker); Dunreith (Pleas) . 
. Famir'y ACHA TINID}E. 
39. COCHLICOPA LUBRlCA (Mull.). (Feru88aeia 8ubcylindriea Linn.). 
New Harmony, Indianapolis, Wolf Lake, Lake County 
(Baker); northern half of the State (Call). 
l:<'amily CrHCIN ARIIDhJ Pilsbry. 
40. CIRCINARIA CONCAVA (Say). (Macrocyclis CQncava Say). 
All over the State. 
~ CHECK 
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Family ZOXITIDlE. 
~b-familY ZONITIN..iE Pilsbry. 
\ 
41. OMPHALIN A FlJLIGINQSA (Griff.). (Zonite8 fuligino8u8 Griff.). 
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Grand Chain, P(j~ey County; Mitchell and Wyandotte; Dun-
reith (Pleas); Corydon, Madison and Bloomington (Gall). 
42. OMPHALINA FRIABILIS (W. G. B.). (Zonites frinbilis W. G. B.). 
Cypress swamps, Knox County. 
43. OlllPIIALINA LMYIGATA (Pf!".). 
Grand Chain amI Mt. VerJlon, l)oscy County; Cannelton and 
Laurel. 
44. OMPHALINA INORNArA (Say). (Zonitc8 inornntu8 Say). 
Laurel, Corydon, Madison and Lawrencehurg (Call). 
45. VITREA CELLARIA (Mull.) 
Laporte (in greenhouse). 
4G. VITREA HAMMONIS (Strom.). 
Laurel, Indianapolis. Arlington, De Long, Vawter Park; 
Lake James, Steuhen County, and cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 
47. VlrREA WHEATLEYI (Bland). 
New Harmony, Brookville, Huntinglmrg and Indianapolis. 
48. VITREA INDENTATA Say. 
Cannelton, New Harmony, i\fitchl'll, Indianapolis, Arlington, 
Brookville, North Vemon, Wyandotte, Seymour, Millers, 
Lawrencehurg and cypress swamps, Knox County. 
4\). YITREA CAPSELLA (Gld.). 
New Harmony, Posey County; and Huntingburg, Dubois 
County. 
50. EUCONULUS FULVUS (Mull.). (Zonitcs fulvu8 Drap.). 
Arlington, Brookville, North Webster; Lake .James, Steuben 
County, and Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County. 
51. EUCONULUS CHERSINUS Say. 
New Harmony, North Vernon, Huntingburg; Pine, Lake 
County; Morgan County, and cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 
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Sub-family ARIOPHANTINlE Pilsbry. 
52. ZONITOIDES NITIDUS (Mull.). 
Vawter Park, rl'ippecanoe Lake and North Webster, Kos-
ciusko County; Arlington and De Long, Marshall County; 
Lake James, Steuben County. 
53. ZONITOIDES ARBOREUS (Say). (Zonites arboreus Say). 
All over the State. 
54. ZONITOIDES LIMATULUS (Ward). (Zvnites limatultM Ward). 
Seymour and Indianapolis. Wabash and Terre Haute (Call). 
55. ZONITOIDES MINUSCULUS (Binn.). 
Wolf Lake, Lake County (Baker); Mitchell, Huntingburg, 
Grand Chain, Seymour and Vawter Park. 
56. ZONITOIDES LAlVISCULUS (Sterki). 
Dunreith, Henry County. 
57. ZONITOIDES MILIUM (Morse). 
Princeton, Gibson County. • 
58. GASTRODONTA ·INTERTEXTA (Binn.). (Zonites intertextu8 Binn.). 
Grand Chain and Mt. Vernon, Posey County; Mitchell, Wy-
andotte; southeastern Indiana (Call). 
59. GASTRODONTA DEMISSA (Binn.). 
Wolf Lake, Lake County (Baker). 
60. GASTRODONTA LIGERA (Say). (Zonites ligerus Say). 
Grand Chain and New Harmony, Posey County. 
61. GASTRODONTA INTERNA (Say). (Zonites internus Say). 
Cannelton and Wyandotte. 
Family LIMA'CIDlE. 
62. LIMAX FLAVUS L. 
Lawrenc'eburg (Call). 
63. AGRIOLIMAX AGRES'J!IS (L.). 
Laporte County. 
64. AGRIOLtMAX CAMPESTRlS (Binn.). 
Common. 
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Family PHILOMYCIDJE. 
" 65. PHlLOMYCUS CAR()j:.INENSIS (Bosc.). (Tebennophorus carolinensi8 Bosc.). 
Over nearly all the State. 
FamiLy ENDODONTIDJE. 
66. PYRAMIDULA ALTERNATA (Say). (Patula alternata Say). 
All over the State. 
67. PYRAMIDULA SOLITA RIA (Say). (Patula solitaria Say). 
Lafayette, Laporte, Terre Haute, New Harmony, Mt. Ver-
non, Lawrenceburg, North Vernon, Vawter Park. 
68. PYRAMIDULA PERSPECTIVA (Say). (Patula perspectiva Say). 
All over the State. 
69. PYRAMIDULA STRIATELLA (Anth.). (Patula 8triatella Anth.). 
Indianapolis, Brookville, Lawrenceburg, Corydon, Lafayette. 
70. HELICODISCUS LINEATUS (Say) • 
. Seymour, Huntingburg, North Vernon, New Harmony, Vaw-
ter Park, Lafayette and Indianapolis. 
Sub-family PUNCTINJE. 
71. PUNCTUM PYGMlEUM (Drap.). 
Seymour, Jackson County, and Vawter Park, Kosciusko 
County. 
72. SPHYRADIUM EDENTULUM (Drap.). 
Near Clear Lake, Steuben County, and Vawter Park, Kos-
ciusko County. 
Family SUCCINIDJE. 
73. SUCCINEA RETUSA Lea. (Succinea ovali8 G ld. ) • 
Kosciusko, Marshall, Laporte, Steuben and Lake counties. 
74. SUCCINEA CALUMETENSIS Calkins. 
Half Moon Pond, Posey County, and cypress swamps, Knox 
County. 
75. SUCCINEA OV ALIS Say. (Succinea 0 bliqua Say). 
Arlington and De Long, Fulton County. 
76. SUCCINEA AVARA Say. 
Kosciusko, Laporte and Whitley counties. 
- ~-- -------;7-
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Family A URICULIDJE. 
77. CARYCHIUM EXIGUUM Say. 
Tippecanoe Lake and Vawter Park, Kosciusko County; Law-
renceburg, New Albany and Indianapolis (Call). 
78. CARYCHIUM EXILE H. C. Lea. 
Vawter Park, Kosciusko County; Berry Lake, Lake County 
(Baker). 
:Family LIMN lEIDL'E. 
Sub-family LIMNlEINlE. 
79. LIMNlEA STAGNALIS APPRESSA Say. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Michigan, Millers; 
Kankakee River, Laporte County. 
80. , LIMNlEA REFLEXA Say. (Limnophy.sa 1'efiexa Say). 
Hammond, Millers, near Lake Michigan;- Kankakee Hiver, 
Laporte County. Common in northern Indiana. 
80a. L. REFLEXA KIRTLANDIANA Lea. 
Roby, Lake County. 
81. LIMNlEA PALUSTRlS Mull. (Limnophy.sa palu.stris Mull.). 
Turkey and 'l'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Carr's 
Slough, White County, and cypress swamps, Knox County. 
81a. L. PALUSTRIS JlHCHlGANENSIS 'Yalker. 
Tippecanoe and Turkey lakes, Kosciusko County; Calumet 
Lake, Lake County (Baker). 
82. LIMN lEA CAPERATA Say. (Limnophysa caperata Say). 
Hammond, North Vernon, Calumet Lake and Roby (Baker). 
82a. L. CAPERATA UMBILICATA Adams. 
Liverpool, Lake County (Baker). 
83. LIMNlEA CATASCOPIUM Say. 
Calumet Lake, Lake County (Baker). 
84. LIMNlEA COLUMELLA Say. 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 
85. LIMNlEA WOODRUFFI Baker. 
Lake Michigan at l)ine, Millers and Michigan City. 
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8U. LIMNlEA HUMILIS Say. (Limnophysa humilis Say). 
Turkey and 'l'ippecanoe lakes, KosciusKo County; Bass Lake, 
Starke County; Round .Lake, Whitley County, and Lake 
lVlaxinkuckee, Marshall County. 
87. LIMN lEA DESIDIOSA Say. (LilmnophY8a desidiosa Say). 
Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. All over the State (Call). 
Sub-family PLANORBIN.LE. 
88. PLANORBIS TRIVOLVIS Say. (IIeli8oma trivolvis Say). 
All over the State. 
89. PLANORBIS TRUNCATUS Miles. 
George Lake, Lake County (T. Jenson). 
90. PLANORBIS BICARINATUS Say. (Helisoma bicarinata Say). 
Lake Michigan, Michigan City; Lake James, Steuben County; 
Bass Lake, Starke Coun;y; Clear Lake, Laporte County. 
91. PJ,ANORBIS CAMPANULATUS Say. (Planorbella campanulata Say). 
Common ove~ the northern part of the State. 
92. PLANORBIS EXACUTUS Say. (Menetus exacutus Say). 
Bass Lake, Starke County; 'l'urkey Lake and Grassy Creek, 
Kosciusko County; Cedar Lake, Lake County; Lawrence-
burg and Ft. Wayne (Call). 
93. PLANORBIS PARVUS Say. «(jyraulus parVlts Say). 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Lake lVfaxinkuckee, Marshall 
County; Cedar Lake, Lake County; Lake James, Steuben 
County; Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County, and Pine Lake, 
Lake County. 
93a. P. PARVUS CIRCUMS'l'RIATUS Tyron. 
Lake Maxinkuckee, lVlarshall County. 
94. PLANORBIS HIRSUTUS Gld. 
Grassy Creek, Tippecanoe Lake and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko 
County; Cedar Lake, Lake County; Bass Lake, Starke 
County. 
95. PLANORBIS DEFLECTUS Say. (Gyraulus deflectu8 Say). 
Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 
96. PLANORBIS UMBILICATELLUS Cockerell. 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County. 
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97. SEGMENTINA ARMIGERA Say. 
Carr's Slough, White County; cypress swamps, Knox County; 
Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Lake 
Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; Lake James, Steuben 
County. 
Family ANCYLIDlE. 
98. ANCYLUS RIVULARIS Say. 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Liverpool, Lake County (Baker). 
99. ANCYLUS PARALLELUS Hald. 
Bass Lake, Starke County. 
100. ANCYLUS SHIMEKII Pils. 
Bass Lake, ~tarke County. 
101. ANCYLUS FUSCUS Adams. 
Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 
102. ANCYLUS DIAPHANUS Hald. 
In State Museum, marked Indiana. 
103. ANCYLUS TARDUS Say. 
Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County; Ohio River, Lawrenceburg; 
Wabash and Maumee rivers (Call). 
Family PHYSIDJE. 
104. PHYSA HETEROSTROPHA Say. 
New Harmony, Posey County; T'ippecanoe and Turkey lakes, 
Kosciusko County. 
105. PHYSA ANCILLARIA Say. 
Logansport; Collection Indiana State University from Tur-
key Lake, Kosciusko County (Call). 
106. PHYSA SAYI Toppan. 
Turkey and 'I'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County. 
107. PHYSA RHOMBOIDEA Crandall. 
Cypress swamps, Knox County. 
108. PHYSA GYRINA Say. 
New Harmony, Wyandotte, Indianapolis, cypress swamps, 
Knox County. 
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109. P. GYRINA ELLIPTICA Lea. 
Cypress swamps, Knox County. 
110. PHYSA INTEGRA RaId. 
Wyandotte; Lake Michigan at Michigan City. 
111. APLEXA HYPNORUM Linn. (Bulint!8 hypnortlm Linn.). 
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Tippecanoe Lake and Vawter Park, Kosciusko County; Ham-
mond, Lake County; Brookston, White County. 
Family PLEUROCERIDlE. 
112. LITHASIA OBOVATA Say. 
Falls of the Ohio River; Lawrenceburg (Call). 
,112a. L. OBOVATA BICONICA Pilsbry. 
Wabash River, Gibson County. 
113. ANGITREMA ARMIGERA Say. 
Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; Knox County. 
Common. 
114. ANGITREMA VERRUCOSA Raf. 
Wabash River, New Harmony, common; Ohio River, Law-
renceburg (A. C. Billups). 
115. PLEUROCERA UNDULATUM Say. 
Wabash River, Gibson and Posey counties. Common. 
116. PLEUROCERA MONILlFERUM IJea. 
Wabash River, Gibson County. 
117. PLEUROCERA CANALlCULATUM Say. 
Wabash River, Gibson and ,Posey counties; Ohio River, New 
Albany. 
118. PLEUROCERA SUBULARE Lea. 
Manitou Lake, Rochester; Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko 
County; Wabash River, Terre Haute; Eel River, North 
Manchester. 
119. PLEUROCERA ELEVATUM Say. 
Ohio River at "The Falls" . and Lawrenceburg. 
120. PLEUROCERA ALVEARE Conrad. 
Wabash River, Gibson County. 
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121. GONIOBASIS cumeOIDES Anthony. 
Blue River, Wyandotte; Big IIH1ian C1'l'ek, Corydon; Wabash 
River, Huntington (Call). 
122. GONIOBASIS DEPYGIS Say. 
Falls of -the Ohio. SpecimenH III State Museulll marked 
Wabash River. 
123. GONIOBASIS LIVESCENS Menke. 
Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; Ba8R Lake, Starke 
County; St. Mary's and :Maumee and Ft. Wayne (Call). 
124. GONIOBASIS INFANTULA Lea. 
Falls of the Ohio ncar Shippingport (Call). 
125. G()NIOBASIS PULCHELLA Anthony .. 
Big Indian Creek, Corydon; Blue HiveI', Wyandotte; .White 
River, Indianapolis. 
126. GONIOBASIS INTERLINEATA Anthony. 
Christy Creek, type locality. 
127. GONIOBMHS INTERSl'fA Hald. 
Swan Creek, type locality (Mrs. Say). 
128. GONIOBASIS SEMICARI?<ATA Say. 
SmaIl streams flowing from Hamer's Cave at Mitchell; ~Iu~­
eatatuck River, North Vernon. 
129. GONIOBASIS LOUISVILLENSIS Lea. 
Falls of the Ohio. 
130. GONIOBASIS GBAClLIOB Anthony. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Manitou Lake, Roehcster . 
. 131. GONIOBASIS BREVlSPlRA Anthony. 
Tippecanoe Hiver, Carroll County; Sharp's Spring, Wyan-
dotte. 
132. GONIOBASIS INDIANENSIS Pilsbry. 
Blue River, Wyandotte, Crawford County .. 
133. ANCULOSA eOSTATA Anthony. 
Ohio River, New Albany. 
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134. ANCUL?SA TRILINEATA Say. 
Ohio River, Lawrenceburg. Described from the Falls of the 
Ohio. 
l:lG. ANCULOSA PHJEROSA Say. 
Ohio Hi vcr, Lawnmrebnrg; FallR of the Ohio. Common. 
Family AMNICOLIDM. 
Sub-family BYTHINIINlE. 
1:36. TIYTlIINIA TENTACULATA Linne. 
Lake Michigan at Pine, Millers and Michigan City. 
Sub·family HYDROBIINlE. 
137. AlII NICOLA LIMOSA Say. 
Lake Mit;higan, Michigan City; Bass Lake, Starke County; 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Cedar Lake, Lake 
County. 
I37a. A. LIMOSA PARVA Lea. 
Turkey and Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Bass Lake, 
Starke County. 
137b. A. LIMOSA PORATA Say. (_1mnicola porMa Say). 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Bass Lake, Starke 
County. 
1:l~. AMNICOL.\ L(;STRICA Pils. 
Turkey and 'l'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Lake Max-
inkuckee, Marshall County; Berry Lake, Lake County 
.(Baker). 
13fl. AM NICOLA WALKERI Pils. 
Grassy Creek, Koseiusko Connty. 
140. AM NICOLA CINCINNATIENSIS Anthony. 
Lake Michigan at Millers. 
141. AMNICOLA EMARGINATA Kuster. (Bytltinella ob/usa Lea). 
Lake Michigan at Millers. 
142. l'ALIJDESTRINA NICKLINIA:'<A Lea. 
Berry Lake, Lake County. 
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143 .• SOMATOGYRUS Sl:BGLOBOSUS Say. (Soma,tO,flYrus isogonus .Say). 
Ohio River, Lawrenceburg; George Lake, Lake 00unty 
(Baker). 
144. SOMATOGYRUS INTEGER Say. 
Ohio River near Madison; Ohio Ri~er, Charleston (Call). 
H5. POMATIOPSIS LAPIDARIA Say. 
Indianapolis, Seymour, Lawrenceburg, Calumet Lake, Lake' 
County. 
Family V ALV ATIDlE. 
146. VALVATA SIN CERA Say. 
):.Al.ke Michigan, Millers and Michigan City. 
147. VALVATA TRICARINATA Say. 
Lake Michigan at :lVlillers; Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County; 
Lake James, Steuben County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Mar-
shall County; Cedar L,ake, Lake County. 
147a. V. TRICARINATA CONFUSA Walker. 
147b. V. TRICARINATA UNICARINATA De Kay. 
147c. V. TRICARINATA SIMPLEX· Gld. 
Cedar Lake, Lake County. 
148. VALVATA BICARINATA Lea. 
Lake Michigan. 
148a. V. BICARINATA NORMALIS ·Walker. 
Lake Michigan, Millers. 
Family VIVIPARIDlE. 
149. VIVIPARA SVBPURPUREA Say. , 
Wahash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; Big Creek and 
Hovey's Lake, Posey County; Wabash River, Knox County; 
Ohio River, Mt. Vernon. 
150. VIVIPARA CONTECTOIDES Binney. 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Foote's Pond, Gibson County; 
Dan's Pond, Knox County; Lake Michigan, Millers. 
151. VIVIPARA INTERTEXTA Say. 
Cypress ,swamps, Knox County; vVabash River, Kn,px and 
Gibson counties. 
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152. CAMPELOMA PONDEROSUM Say. 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Ohio 
River, Mt. Vernon; Muscatatuck River, North Vernon. 
153. CAMPELOMA SUBSOLIDlTM Anthony. 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute; Kankakee River, 
Riverside; Eel River, North Manchester. 
154. CAMPF.LOMA DECISUM Say. 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Kankakee, St. Mary's, St. Joseph 
and Maumee rivers (Call). 
155. CAMPELOMA RUFUM Hald. 
Tippecanoe and Turkey.lakes, Kosciusko County; Pine and 
Stone lakes, Laporte County; Lake Michigan, Millers. 
Lafayette, Indianapolis, Huntington and Ft. Wayne (Call). 
156. CA:!fPELOMA INTEGRuM De Kay. 
Webster Lake, Kosciusko County; Clear Lake, Steuben 
County; Lake Michigan, Millers. 
157. CAMPELOMA OBESA Lewis. 
White River and Canal at Indianapolis. 
158. LIOPLAX SUBCARINATA Say. 
Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; White, Ohio am1 
Blue rivers (Call). 
Family SPHlERIIDJE. 
159. SPHlERIUM VEBMONTANUM Prime. 
Lake Michigan, Millers. 
160. SPHlERIUM SOLIDULUM Prime. 
Muscatatuck River, North Vernon. 
161. SPHlERlUM STAMINEUM Con. 
White River, Indianapolis; Muscatatuck River, North Ver-
non; Lake Michigan, Michigan City; Tippecanoe and Tur-
key lakes, Kosciusko County. 
162. SPHlERIUM STRIATINUM Lam. 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Muscatatuck River, 
North Vernon; Corydon. 
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163. SPH.ERIl'M SIMILE Say. (Spha:rillm 8ulcatum T.lam.). 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Mar-
shall County; Wahash River, New Harmony. 
164. SPH.ERIUM FABALE Prime. 
Lake Michigan, Michigan City; Wabash River, New Har-
mony. 
165. SPH.ERIUM OCCIDENTALE Prime. 
Kankakee River, Laporte County; cypress swamps, Knox 
County; Tippe,canoe Lakc and pond at Vawter Park, Kos-
ciusko County. 
166. SPH.ERIUM RHOMBOIDEUM Say. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Michigan at Millers. 
167. SPH.ERIUM FLAVUM Prime. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; variety from Lake Michi-
gan at Millers. 
168 CALYCULINA TRANSVERSA Say. (Sphf£rlurn transversurn Say.) 
Big Creek, Posey County; Wabash River, New Harmony. 
169. CALYCULINA TRUNCATA Linsley. 
Turkey and 'J'ippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County. 
170. CALYCULINA SEcums Prime. 
Grassy Creek, Tippecanoe and Turkey lakes, Kosciusko 
County. 
171. CALYCULINA PARTUMEIA Say. (Sphrnrium partllmci1tm Say). 
Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 
172. CALYCULINA ROSACEA Prime. 
Grassy Creek and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 
173. PrSJDIUM ARDITUM Hald. 
Berry Lake and Millers (Baker); Ohio and Wabash riverR, 
Brookville (Call). 
174. PISIDIUl\[ VIRGINICUM Bourg. 
English Lake, Kankakee River. 
175. PrSIDIUM ROTUNDATUM Prime. ' 
Grassy Creek, Tippecanoe ana Turkey lakeH, Kosciusko 
County. 
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176. PISIDIUlI1 COll1PRESSUlII Prime . 
• Grassy Creek and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Bass 
Lake, Starke County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall 
County; Kankakee River and Danville. 
177. PISIDIUlI1 DANIELSI Sterki (Ms.). 
Spring near Lake ,Tames, Steuben County. 
178. PISIDIUM OBTUSALE C. Pir. 
Spring near Lake James, Steuben County. 
179. PISIDIUM NOV-EBORACENSE Prime. 
Grassy Creek and Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Bass 
Lake, Starke County. 
180. PISIDIUlI1 v ARIABILE Prime. 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; 
Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; English Lake, Kan· 
kakee River. 
181. PrSIDIUM IDAHOENSE Roper. 
Lake Michigan, Millers. 
182. PISIDIUM POLITUM Sterki. 
Grassy Creek, Kosciusko County. 
183. PISIDITJM VESICULARE Stl'rki. 
Bass Lake, Starke County. 
184. PISIDIUM PAUPERCULGM Sterki. 
Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall County; Bass Lake, Stalke 
County; Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 
185. PrsIDluM SCUTELLA'I'UM Sterki. 
Lost Lake, Marshall County. 
186. PrsIDIulII SPLENDIDULUlI1 Sterki. 
Grassy Cre·ek and Turkey Lake, Ko,;ciusko County; Bass 
Lake, Starke County. 
187. PrsIDruM ROPER! Sterki. 
Grassy Creek and 'l'ippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Dan-
ville (Sterki). 
188. PrsIDIuM MEDrANUlI1 Sterki. 
Bass Lake, Starke County. 
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189. PISIDIUM TENUISSIMUM Sterki. 
Bass Lake, Starke County; Lake Maxinkuckee, Marshall 
County. 
190. PISIDIUM AFFINE Sterki. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 
191. PISIDIUM SARGENTI Sterki. 
Bass Lake, Starke County. 
192. PISIDIUM STRENG! Sterki. 
Bass Lake, Starke County. 
193. P!SIDIUM KIRKLAND! Sterki. 
Berry Lake, Lake County (Baker). 
Family UNIONIDJE. 
194. TRUNCILLA TRIQUETRA Raf. (Unio triangularis Barnes). 
Tippecanoe, Wabash, Blue, White, Muscatatuck and Eel 
rivers. 
195. TRUNCILLA SULCATA.· Lea. (Unio 8ulcatus Lea). 
Wabash River, Lafayette; White River, Marion County, Ohio 
River (Stein). 
196. TRUNCILLA. FOLIA.TA Hild. (Unio foliatu8 Hild.). 
Ohio and Wabash rivers (Stein). 
197. TRUNCILLA. PERSONATA. Say. (Unio personatu8 Say). 
Wabash River, New Harmony. Authentic specimen in State 
Museum. 
198. TRUNCILLA. PERPLEXA Lea. (Unio perplelllu8 Lea). 
Wabash River, New Harmony; Ohio River (Stein). 
1981l. T. PERPLEXA. RANGIANA Lea. 
Wabash River, Lafayette; Tippecanoe River, Monticello; 
White River (Stein). 
199. TRUNCILLA SAMPSONII I,ea. 
Wabash River; Grand Chain, Posey County. 
200. MICROMYA FABALIS Lea. (Unio fabalis Lea). 
White, Wabash and Tippecanoe rivers; Tippecanoe Lake, 
Kosciusko County. 
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201. LAMPSILIS VENTRICOSVS Barnes. (Unio ventrlcosus Barnes; Unio subovatus 
Say). 
Common all over the State. 
202. LAMPSILIS CAPAX Green. (Unio cap am Green). 
Wabash River, New Harmony and Grand Chain; Ohio River. 
203. LAMPSILIS OVATUS Say. 
Wabash River, 'rene Haute, Lafayette; Ohio River. 
204. LAMPSILIS MULTIRADIATUS Lea. (Unio multiradiatu8 Lea). 
Wabash, Tippecanoe, Blue, White, E.el and Ohio rivers; Tip-
pecanoe Lake. Common. 
205. LAMPSILIS LVTEOLUS Lam. (Unio luteD Ius Lam.). 
Common all over the State. 
206. LAMPSILIS LIGAMENTINUS Lam. (Uenio ligamentinu8 Lam.). 
Common all over the State. 
207. LAMPSILIS ORBICULATUS Hild. (Unio orbieulatu8 Hild.). 
Wabash River, Terre Haute; Ohio River. 
208. LAMPSILIS ANODONTOIDES Lea. (Unio tere8 Raf.). 
Kankakee, E.el, Tippecanoe, White, Wabash and Ohio rivers. 
209. LAMPSILIS FALLACIOSUS Simpson. 
Wabash River, Lafayette; Tippecanoe River, Carroll/County. 
210. LAMPSILIS RECTUS Lam. (Unio rectus Lam.). 
Common in all the rivers of the State. 
211. LAMPSILIS SUBROSTRATUS Say. (Unio 8ubro8tratu8 Say). 
Wabash, Eel and Ohio rivers; :Foote's Pond, Gibson County; 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Lake Maxinkuckee, 
Marshall County; Manitou Lake, Fulton County. 
212. LAMPSILIS LIENOSUS Con. 
White Hiver and canal at Indianapolis. Abundant. 
213. LAMPSILIS NIGERRIMUS Lea. 
White River, Rockford. 
214. LAMPSILIS IRIS Lea. (Unio iris Lea). 
All over the State. 
215. LAMPSILIS ELLIPSIFORMIS Con.' (Unio spatulatus Lea). 
Salt Creek, Porter County; Ohio, Wabash and Eel rivers 
(Call). 
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216. LAMPSILIS PARVUS Barnes. (Unio parvus Barnes). 
·Whit.e River, Indianapolis; Wabash River, New Harmony; 
Big Indian Creek, Corydon. 
217. LAMPSILIS GLANS Lea. (Unio glans Lpa). 
White River, Rocld'ord; Tippeean(w Lake, Koseiusko County; 
Wabash River, New Harmony. 
218. LAMPSILIS AL.-I.TUS Say. (Unio alatu8 Say). 
Wabash, Ohio, Kankakee and White rivers. Common. 
219. LAMPSILIS GRACILIS Barnes. (Unio gracilis Barnes). 
Ohio, Wabash, White and Tippeeanoe rivers. Common. 
220. LAMPSILIS LiEVISSIMUS Lea. (Ut/io 11l'vi8simuB Lea). 
Wabash River, 'rerre Haute, Lafayette and New Harmony; 
Ohio HiveI'. 
221. LAMPSILIS LEPl'OIlON Hnf. (UlI'io tClluixsil1!Us Lpa). 
Wabash River, New Harmony, Lafayette and 'rerre Haute. 
222. LAMPSILIS BLATCHLEYI Daniels. 
Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County. 
223. OBOYARIA RETUSA Lam. (Unio retu8u8 Lam.). 
White River, Indianapolis, Rockford; Wabash River, Lafay-
ette, 'rerre Haute, New Harmony. 
224. OBOVARIA CIlWULL'S Lea. (Unio circulus r,ea). 
Ohio, Wabash, 'l'ippeeanoe, White and Eel rivers. 
225. OBOVARlA LENS Lea. 
Ohio, Wabash, 'rippeeanoe, ~\Yhite and Eel rivers. 
22(;. OBOVARIA ELLIPSIS r~ea. (Unio ellitJ8i,~ Lt'a). 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, ~ew Harmony; Ohio 
River, New Albany. 
227. PLAGIOLA SECURIS I,ea. (UlIio lineolatuB Raf.). 
Wabash River, Lafayette, 'rerre Haute, New Harmony, 
Grand Chain; Ohio niver, New Albany. 
228. PLAGIOLA ELEGANS Lea. (Unio degans Lea). 
Ohio, Wahash, TippecanGe, White and Kankakee rivers. 
229. PLAGIOLA 1l0NACIFORMIS Lea. (Unio dona~riformi8 Lea). 
Ohio, "\Yabash, White and Tippecanoe rivers. 
I 
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230. TRITOGONIA TUBERCULATUS Barnes. (Unio tuberculatu8 Barnes). 
Common in the Ohio and lower Wabash rivers; White River, 
Rockford; Blue River, Crawford County. 
231. CYPROGENTA IRRORATA Lea. (Unio irroratu8 Lea). 
Ohio, Wabash and White rivers. Common. 
232. OBLIQUARIA REFLEXA Rat. (Unio cornutus Rat). 
Common in the Ohio, Wabash and White rivers. 
233. PTYCHOBRANCHUS PHASEOLUS Hild. (Unio pha8eoltt,~ Hild.). 
Ohio, Wabash, Tippecanoe and White rivers; Tippecanoe 
Lake, Kosciusko County. 
234. STROPHITUS EDENTULPS Say. (Anodonta edentula Say; .4 .. wardiana Lea). 
Gommon in all the larger streams in the State; Tippecanoe 
Lake, Kosciusko County. 
234a. S. EDENTULUS PAVONIUS Lea. 
Wabash, Tippecanoe and White riverR; Big Indian River, 
Corydon. 
235. ANODONTA UIBECILLIS Say. 
Ohio, Wabash and White rivers; Lily Lake, .Laporte. 
236. ANODONTA, SUBORBICULATA Say. 
Dan's Pond, Knox COlNlty; Foote's Pond, Gibson County, 
rare; Wier's Lake, Posey County, common; White River, 
Rockford. 
237. ANODONTA GRANDIS Say. (Anodonta salmonia Lea). 
Rivers and ponds throughout the State. 
237a, A. GRANDIS FOOTIANA Lea. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County; Manitou Lake, Fulton 
County. 
238. ANODONTA CORPULENTA Cooper. 
Clear Lake, Laporte. 
239. ANODONTA KENNICO'l'TII Lea. 
Turkey Lake, Kosciusko County. 
240. LASTENA LATA Raf. (Anodonta dehiscens Say). 
Ohio, Wabash and'Tippecanoe rivers. 
241. ANODONTOIDES FERUSSACIANUS Lea. 
Lake Michigan, Millers. 
71-GeoI. 
• 
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241a. A. FERUSSACIANUS SUBCYLINDRACEUS Lea. (Anodonta 8ubcyZindracea Lea). 
Wabash River; Berry Lake, Lake CQunty (Baker). 
242. MCIDENS CONFRAGOSUS Say. (Margaritana confrago8a Say). 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute and New Harmony; 
ponds in Posey County. 
243. SYMPHYNOTA COMPRESSA Lea. (Unio pressus Lea). 
Wabash, White and 'l'ippecanoe rivers. 
244. SYMPHYNOTA COSTATA Raf. (Margaritana rugosa Barnes). 
Wabash, Ohio, "\Vnite, Tippecanoe, Blue, Kankakee and Eel 
rivers. 
245. SYMPHYNOTA COMPLANATA Barnes. (Margaritafta compianata Barnes). 
Common in all the rivers of the State. 
246. ALASMIDONTA CALCEOLA Lea. (Margaritana deltoidea Lea). 
Lake Maxink.Thckee, Marshall County; Moots Creek, White 
County; Big Indian River, Harrison County; Salt Creek, 
Porter County; Wolf Lake (Baker). 
247. ALASMIDONTA TRUNCATA B. H. Wright. (Margaritana ma,rginata Say). 
In nearly all of the rivers and several of the lak;es and ponds. 
248. HEMILASTENA AMBlGUA Say. (Margaritana hildrethiana Lea). 
Wabash River, Grand Chain, Posey County; White River, 
Rockford. 
249. MARGARITANA MONODONTA Say. 
Grand Chain, Posey County; :b'alls of the Ohio near New 
Albany (Call). 
250. UNIO GIBBOSUS Barnes. 
Common in the larger streams of the State; Turkey and 
Tippecanoe lakes, Kosciusko County; Lake Maxinkuckee, 
Marshall Oounty. 
251. UNIO CRASSIDENS Lam. 
Ohio, Wabash and Tippecanoe rivers. 
252. UNIO TETRALASMUS Say. 
Ohio and Wabash rivers (Call). 
252a. U. TETRALASMUS SAY! Ward. 
Montour's Pond, Knox County. 
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253. PLEUROBEMA CLAVA Lam. (Unio clavu8 Lam.). 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Tip-
pecanoe River. 
2M. PLEUROBEMA .'ESOPUS Green. (Unio CyphYU8 Raf.). 
Tippecanoe River, Monticello; Wabash River, Lafayette, 
Terre Haute and New Harmony; Ohio River, New Albany. 
255. PLEUBOBEMA CICATBICOSA Say. (Unio varico8us Lea). 
Wabash River. 
255a. QUADRULA PLICATA Say.* (Unio plicatus Le Sueur). 
Common in the Ohio and lower Wabash rivers. 
256. QUADBULA lTNDULATA Barnes. 
Ohio, Wabash, White, Eel, Blue and Tippecanoe rivers. 
21'i7. QUADBULA HEROS Say. (Unio multiplicatu8 Say). 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Ohio 
River, Mt. Vernon. 
258. QUAIlRULA CYLINDRICUS Say. (Unio cylindricu8 Say). 
C<lmmon in the Ohio, Wabash, White, Eel and Tippecanoe 
rivers. 
259. QUADRULA METANEVRA Raf. (Unio metanevrU8 Raf.). 
Ohio, Wabash, White and Blue rivers. 
260. Q. METANEVRA w ABDII Lea. 
Wabash River. 
261. QUADBULA LACHBYMOSA Lea. (Unio lachrymo8u8 Lea). 
Wabash River, 'ferre Haute and New Harmon~; Ohio River. 
262. QUADRULA FRAGOSA Conrad. (Unio frago8u8 Conrad). 
Wabash River, Gibs<ln County. 
263. QUADBULA PUSTULOSA Lea. (Unio pustulo8u8 Lea). 
Common in the Ohio, Wabash, White and Tippecanoe rivers. 
264. QUADBULA COOPEBIANA Lea. (Unio cooperianu8 Lea). 
Wabash River. 
265. QUADBULA PUSTULATA Lea. (Unio pustulatu8 Lea). 
Wabash River, Terre Haute and New Harmony; Ohio River, 
Mt. Vernon. 
"This is not a variety of Pleurobema cicatrico8a Say. The number was accidentally 
omitted in the text, and the number 255a has been given it for that reason. 
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266. QUADIttJLA RUBIGINOSA Lea. (Unio rubigino.9u8 Lea). 
Oommon in all o·f the streams and most of the lakes of the 
State. 
267. QUADRULA TRIGONA Lea. (Unio trigonu8 Lea). 
Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko County; Ohio, Wabash, Blue, 
Tippecanoe and White rivers. 
268. QUADRULA OBLIQUA Lam. (Unio obliqUl18 Lam.). 
Wabash River, Terre Haute and New Harmony; Ohio River. 
269. QUADRULA COCCINEA Con. (Unio coccineu8 I~ea). 
Common in all of the larger streams of the State; Lake Max-
inkuckee, Marshall County; Tippecanoe Lake, Kosciusko 
County. 
270. QUADRULA SOLIDA Lea. (Unio 80lida Lea). 
Wabash River, Terre Haute and Ncw Harmony; Op.io River, 
Mt. Vernon. 
271. QUADRULA PLENA Lea. 
Wabash River, Terre Haute, New Harmony and ~afayette; 
Tippecanoe River, Oarroll County. 
272. QUADRUI.A PYRAMIDATA Lea. 
Tippecanoe River, Oarroll County, common; Wabash River, 
Lafayette and Terre Haute. 
273. QUADRULA SUBROTUNDA Lea. 
Wabash River, Lafayette, Terre Haute, New Harmony; Tip-
pecanoe River, Carroll County. 
274. QUADRULA EBENUS Lea. (Unto ebenu8 Lea). 
Wabash River, Terre Haute and Grand Ohain, Posey County; 
Knox County, White River. 
275. QUADRULA TUBERCULATA Raf.(Unio verrUC08U8 Barnes}. 
Common in all the streams of the State. 
276. QUADRULA GRANIFERA Lea. (Unio graniferulI" Lea). 
Ohio River. 
